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THE INTRODUCTION
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CHAPTER I
The Introduction
THE IMPORTANCE OF READING - The ability to read v/ith a
high degree of skill is one of the numerous demands
placed upon men and v/omen by modern life.

Gist and King^

state that the amount of reading done is increasing rapid¬
ly the world over.

Universal education is decreasing the

per capita of illiteracy and the imperative need for abil¬
ity to read in every vocation, and in every conceivable
situation, is being increasingly recognized.

McKee^ de¬

scribes the importance of this subject in our schools as
follows:
Frequently reading is considered to be
the most important subject in the
curriculum of the modern elementary
school.
If not the most important, it
is certainly one of the most fundamental
subjects of study.
So m*uch depends upon
it I
In modern social life, the ability
and desire to read enable one to develop
a wide acquaintance v/ith, and enjoyment
of, the affairs of man and nature.
In
the modern school, the pupil who can and
will read possesses an essential tool v/ith
which much of his formal education can be
attained.
Dolch describes the importance of reading as follows:
"School education is partial and incomplete.

Upon it must

be built a lifetime of educative experience and most of
such experience must come, if at all, from reading.

It is

of the utmost importance, therefore, that each individual

1
2

-

Gist and King - The Teaching and Supervision of Reading;
PP. 5-6
McKee, Paul - Reading and Literature in the Elementary
School; p, 23

- 3 -

consistently and habitually do some reading,"3
Inability to read with comprehension and at an
appropriate rate of speed limits an individual to a
small fraction of the total experiences to which he is
entitled.

Since reading is a means by which many and

varied experiences may be obtained to enrich our lives,
the breadth and completeness of our lives depend upon
how capable we are as readers.

The relatively large

amount of time devoted to reading instruction in our
schools, and the numerous devices v/hich have been devel¬
oped as teaching aids for this subject are evidence that
educators recognize its importance in the school program.
The significance of this subject is further indicated by
the many investigations conducted in this field in recent
years by research workers.
READING IN OUR HIGH SCHOOLS - Regular classes in reading
are discontinued after the sixth grade in most schools.
Most of the reading which is done outside the content sub¬
jects of our high school curricula occurs as a result of
our English classes,

Reading of such standard literature

as the v/orks of Shakespeare, Dickens, Scott, Tennyson and
Goldsmith is carried out under the direction of the English n
teacher.

A fixed number of book reports selected from

approved lists, are frequently required of pupils in English
classes in attempts to develop interest in reading and to
cultivate tastes for better literature,

3

Dolch, E, V/. - The Psychology and Teaching of Reading;

p. 200

4
Smlth"^ observes that since 1925} our objectives inreading have broadened considerably and more attention
is now being given to materials which v/ill contribute to
well roimded living.

Center and Persons describe this

wider view of reading as follows:
Reading is more than the mere mastery of
word recognition; it is a constant ex¬
pansion and refinement of the intellectiial
and emotional processes of the reader.
It
is not enough that he string letters together
into words that he can recognize; he must
weave these words into a thought pattern
that bears significance to him—and he must
learn to weave this pattern with ever in¬
creasing rapidity and expertness.-'■
The effect "which these developments in reading in¬
struction have upon pupils beyond the sixth grade as
observed by McCallister is:

"Pupils of the upper grades

and high school encounter new reading activities for virhich
they are not prepared by the training received in previous
grades.

Some of these activities arise from techniques

of teaching which demand various types of study activities."^
Until definite provision is made in English or other
classes to meet these nev/ly developed instructional needs
of our students, the following criticism by Witty and Kopel
will continue to be justified:

"Most teachers of English

are concerned to a small degree only with the contribution
that language can make to continuous growth and better per- .

4
Smith, Nila B. - Reading and Pu"pil Develo"pment; p. 94-

5

Center, Stella B. and Persons, Gladys L. - Teaching High
School Students to Read; "d. 22

6
McCallister, James M. - Remedial and Corrective Instruction
in Reading; p. 7

-

5
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sonality orientation of children; their emphasis is upon
mastery of language skills and the reading of particular
books thought to have literary excellence.‘'7
REMEDIAL WORK IN HIGH SCHOOL READING - The most recent pub¬
lications of the numerous research investigations which are
concerned with reading (estimated to be around 2000 by
Hovious^) have made teachers and administrators more con¬
scious of the extent to v^hich reading difficulties exist
among students in the upper grades, high schools and
colleges,

Monroe^ estimates that twelve per cent of the

school population is decidedly retarded in reading.

It is

knovai also that reading disability affects not only a pupil's
scholastic progress, but also his social, vocational, and
economic adjustment.

Provision of remedial instruction for

defective readers is therefore commanding much attention
from school people today.
Many secondary schools have set up special classes for
students who have failed in other subjects because of their
reading disabilities.

These classes often meet daily to

give intensive training,

A description of methods and

materials used for diagnosis and remediation among these
pupils follows in the next chapter of this thesis.

New

textbooks which provide higher interest levels and less

.

vocabulary burden have been introduced in many schools to

y

Witty, Paul and Kopel, David - Reading and the Educative
Process; p, 20

8
Hovious, Carol - Suggestions for Teachers of Reading; p, 110
9
Monroe, Marion - Children Who Cannot Read; p. 15

reduce reading difficulties.

Many of these books have

been arranged to provide preventive as well as corrective
measures in reading.

In order to adapt pupils to new de¬

mands placed upon them in terms of readingj our most pro¬
gressive English teachers are now instructing their classes
in various reading skills such as the following;
(1) Finding the main idea in a paragraph.
(2) Rapid reading or skimming.
(3) Reading for exact meaning.
(4) Interpreting facts and drawing conclusions.
(5) Word recognition and vocabulary building.
It is not enough, however, to analyze reading difficulties
and to assume that the remedial work will overcome them.
Definite provision must be made for careful studies of results
to determine whether or not the remedial training is success¬
fully meeting the needs of the pupils.

This study is chiefly

concerned Y/ith measurement of reading skills and the effect
of vocabulary drill as a means of improving them.

REVIEW OF LITERATURE

-

8

-

CHAPTER II
Review of Literature
The increasing number of tests, corrective materials,
and articles dealing with the retarded reader are evidence
that teachers of all levels of instruction are showing an
increasing interest in reading disabilities.

Research

workers have been busily engaged upon the psychological,
physiological and educational aspects of the problem.

Most

of the findings which have modified present school practice
have been reported during the past fifteen years.

There has

been a great range of problems studied and multiple approaches
have been made towards their solution.

The effect of hearing,

maturation as evidenced by reading readiness, and emotional
aspects of the problem have attracted much attention among
research workers.

Typography, lighting conditions and

administrative policies are external items, which have also
been under widespread investigation by those engaged in re¬
search.
READING DISABILITIES - Despite the quantity of experimental
data on the subject, the development of numerous teaching
aids, and the large amount of time allotted to reading
instruction in our schools, a surprisingly large number of
pupils fail to acquire satisfactory reading skills.

Monroe^ ,

1
Monroe, Marion - "Diagnosis and Treatment of Reading
Difficulties."
Thirty Fourth Yearbook of
the National Society for the Study of
Education.
1935•
pp. 201-216
”

- 9 -

states that reading difficulties are due to a variety of
handicaps which will generally include one or more of the
following:
1. Visual defects,
2, Auditory handicaps
3. Motor difficulties,
4, Intellectual handicaps.
5* Linguistic difficulties.
6. Emotional disturbances.
7. Methodological factors.
Durrell supports Monroe’s diagnosis of reading disabilities
by claiming that "reading retardation arises from a number
of causes such as physical deficiencies, mental immaturity,
and confusions developed during the learning process."^
defines a retarded reader as:

Betts

"An individual characterized

by a specific reading difficulty.who needs his attention
and efforts directed to the learning of one or a few specific
skills and information such as location of information, word
meaning or comprehension techniques,McCallister states
"the causes which underlie reading deficiencies originate
in circumstances or environmental conditions which inhibit
the normal development of a pupil's reading habits.

Some-

times physical, mental or emotional handicaps also interfere.""^
2

—

-

Durrell, Donald - Improvement of Basic Reading Abilities; p. 282
3

Betts, Emmett A. - The Prevention and Correction of Reading
Difficulties; p, 112

4
McCallister, James M. - Remedial and Corrective Instruction
in Reading; p. 37

10
It can be inferred from the previous statements that
most reading handicaps may be classed as those which re¬
sult from (1) physiological factors,

(2) methods of teach¬

ing, or (3) psychological conditions.

In the description

which follows, a summary of reading defects are listed under
these headings and some of the symptoms by which reading
disabilities may be recognized are also stated.
Physiological Disturbances of Poor Readers
(a) Visual Disturbances!

About 23^ of poor readers

have visual difficulties which necessitate
prescription of glasses.^

Faulty coordination

of the eyes results in a slov/ reading rate
because of the large number of fixations which
occur in the reading process.

Limited span

of vision, excessive reversals and regressions
are also characteristic of readers who have

'

visual defects.
(b) Auditory handicaps:

Poor readers who have

auditory handicaps are found to have great
difficulty in sound discrimination.

They are

confused by words which are almost alike in
sound (e.g.,

bit, bet, bat) and are unable to

recall the distinctions betv\reen such words.

42^ of reading disability cases investigated

•5
A Guidance Program for the
Teaching of Reading: p, 7

11
by Monroe^ fall below the twenty fifth per¬
centile score of unselected children in
distinguishing sounds.
(c) Motor Difficulties:

Children who have disturb¬

ances in motor control often have trouble in
learning to read.

These pupils find it diffi¬

cult to move the eyes rhythmically and accurate¬
ly along the lines, as they read.

This handicap

may be caused by a slight muscular imbalance
of the eyes.

It is often recognized by hearing

the reader call a v\rord in a line above or below
that which he is reading or by noting reversals
or repetitions of words.

Vocalization, lip

movements and speech defects are also considered
evidences of motor disturbances.7
(d) Emotional Disturbances:

Emotional upsets which

vary from those which are severe and persistent
to those which are mild and easily overcome,
are observed in almost every case of reading
disability.
are:

Reactions most frequently noted

active dislike for reading, withdrawal,

aiscouragement, use of various negative measures
to draw attention,

Blanchard^ has shown that

reading disability, if uncorrected, may result

Monroe, Marion - Op. cit.: p. 210
7

8

Ibid: p. 212
Blanchard, Phyllis - ’'Reading Disabilities in Relation to
Maladjustment." Mental Hygiene.
Volume
XII, (October, 1928), pp. 772-788

12

-

in personality as well as educational
maladjustments.
(2) Pedagjogical Factors Affecting Reading
(a) Overstress of a particular reading skill:

Too

much emphasis is sometimes placed upon such
skills as speed of reading, phonetics, and word
recognition.

Poor comprehension may result from

attempts to develop too rapidly the rate of
reading.

A similar difficulty may be experienced

if too much emphasis of phonetics has resulted
in ’’verbalism” or mere word calling by pupils
who are fluent oral readers.*^
(b) Incomplete Training in Specific Skills:
Insufficient attention to identification of
punctuation marks or to recognition of thought
units may result ^in neglect of the thought by
the reader.

Poor comprehension appears as a re¬

sult of this defect.^®
(c) Neglect of Special Teaching Techniques:
In some cases, no provision is made to determine
reading readiness among beginning readers; an
inadequate vocabulary induces failure for many
pupils of this type from the very outset of their
reading program.

Failure to provide remedial

drill enhances the possibility that slight defects
will develop into pronounced ones.

Lack of stress

on reading for meaning results in poor comprehension

9

^
Gates, Arthur I. - The Improvement of Reading; p. 91

D
Ibid; p. 91

~~

- 13 on the part of many pupils.
(3) Psychological Factors
Pupils of low intelligence experience great
difficulty in learning to read.

This factor affects

their time of reading readiness, the type of material
suitable for their needs and their understanding of
what they finally learn to read.

Gates claims "Com¬

prehension, knov/ledge and acquisition of a reading
vocabulary are closely associated with general intelli¬
gence.

Durrell^3

reports a study of one thousand

one hundred and thirty children of whom thirty nine
per cent were a year or more below grade in reading.
Seventy three per cent of the four hundred and forty
five poor readers in the group had intelligence
quotients below ninety.

The tendency to claim that

reading retardation is due to low intelligence is
probably a mistaken one in many cases, however.
House writes;

"All research studies point to the

fact that this (i.e., low intelligence) is a less
frequent factor than we have supposed due to the
fact that intelligence tests used have been based
upon verbal tests rather than performance tests."^'^

n
Gates, Arthur I. - Op. cit,; p. Il8
12
Ibid: p. 118
13
Durrell, Donald D, - Op. cit,; p, 278
14
House, Ralph W, - The Diagnosis. Remedy and Prevention of
Reading Difficulties; p. 21

- 14 These observations indicate that we cannot use a
pupil's intelligence quotient alone as a valid
criterion by v/hich to judge his ability to read.
Other factors such as results of tests on vocabulary,
sentence and paragraph comprehension should also be
used to determine this ability, according to Strang
(4) Linguistic Difficulties
Since a large part of this thesis is devoted to
an analysis of the effect of vocabulary training as a
remedial practice for poor readers, the writer is
devoting a separate heading to this topic although
it rightfully belongs under pedagogical practices
above.

Poor vocabulary and poor facility in the

use of language adversely affect the reader's com¬
prehension and ability to use and understand long
complex sentences.
following statement:

Witty and Kopel make the
"The poor reader's difficulty

is rarely a mechanical problem; it is usually an
inadequacy in perceiving or associating meaning
with words and other language symbols,Gates
makes the following comment concerning vocabulary
weakness as a factor in reading disability:
Most of the difficulties -such as slow
and uncertain comprehension, inability to
grasp word units, to look ahead of the word
to be pronounced, etc., may be due entirely
to the student's inability to recognize, with¬
out special study, more than a small number

T5

Strang, Ruth A, - Improvement of Reading in High School and
College; p, 191

16
Witty, Paul and Kopel, David - Reading and the Educative
Process; p. 18
17
Gates, Arthur I. - Op. cit; p, 238

- 15 of words, and to clumsiness and slowness
in perceiving those that are known.
Such
a possibility, obviously, should be con¬
sidered.
1R
Durrell-^*^ claims that word meaning, v/ord recogni¬
tion and v/ord analysis are essential to successful
reading.

He recommends a test of word meanings by

picture responses to avoid word recognition and read¬
ing difficulty factors.

Quick recognition of words

is essential to rapid comprehension and fewer fixations
in the reading process.

Word analysis is necessary to

the reader who wishes to master new words independently.
Inadequate training in consonants, blends, phonograms,
and the more common prefixes, suffixes and roots is
frequently the chief cause for disability in this read¬
ing skill.

This author also recommends training which

will develope speed in the use of the dictionary.

He

also stresses the need for this training to enable
pupils to determine correct pronunciations and mean¬
ings which suit the context of what is being read.

The

present study is concerned with many of the phases of
word study mentioned directly above.
REMEDIAL WORK IN READING - Most authors who have published
material on remedial reading state that careful diagnosis
must precede all remedial instruction.
state:

Monroe and Backus

"The remedial teacher must first discover the child’s

difficulty, search for causes, and then set up a specific

18 Durrell, Donald D, - Op, cit,; pp. 2^-30
Monroe, Marion and Backus, Bertie - Remedial Reading; p. 12
20
Monroe, Marion - Op. cit,; pp. 216-219

- 16 program of treatment that will either remove the causes, or
if that is impossible, will at least enable the child to
read as well as his limitations will permit,Monroe^O
advocates a physical examination for visual, auditory and
motor difficulties as the first procedure in each case of
reading disability.

This examination should be followed by

an intelligence test of the performance type and by reading
tests which will measure various types of reading skills*
An analysis of the reading errors may then direct the
examiner to specific points of difficulty and guide the re¬
medial teacher in her attempts to make her work as specific
as possible.
The remedial reading programs of our schools and colleges
vary considerably.

Many of the larger schools and colleges

conduct reading clinics and use several mechanical devices
for diagnostic and corrective work.

The ophthalmograph

photographs eye movements of the reader and furnishes the
examiner with an accurate measurement of both eyes for span
of recognition, regressions, fixations, return sweeps, etc,

,

The audiometer is a device which measures hearing very
accurately.

The telebinocular is an instrument which enables

the examiner to distinguish those students whose visual de¬
ficiencies indicate their need of the services of an oculist.
It determines the efficiency of the eyes working together
or separately, muscular balance, coordination, reading distance

19

Monroe, Marion and Backus, Bertie - Remedial Rending,, p.

20
Monroe, Marion - "Diagnosis and Treatment of Reading Disabilities" National Society for the Study
of Education. 14th Yearbook. 19^6' pu. 2l6~?1Q

17

-

and astigmatism.

-

The audiometer is an instrument which con¬

trols the intensity and pitch of sounds by electrically operated
attachments.

It measures accurately the range and acuity of the

individual's hearing.

These instruments are used for diagnostic

purposes and, as a group, represent an investment of several
hundred dollars.
The American Optical Company has developed an instrument
called the Metronoscope which is very effective for controlled
reading.

It is equipped with a short exposure device which is

designed to condition reading rhythmically from left to right,
with an accurate return sweep in such a way as to discourage
regressive movements.

It is intended to increase recognition

span and speed of reading.

Films have been developed at Har¬

vard University to accomplish these same objectives.

The

vocabulary level is controlled in the use of these two devices
by attention to the word difficulty of the script used on the
reading roles or films.

Reading rate can be adjusted to the

level of the remedial groups using either machine.

Equipment

of this type may be used for instruction to prevent the devel¬
opment of faulty reading habits or for corrective drills for
pupils who ha.ve acquired incorrect reading habits.
Mechanical equipment such as that which is described above
represents an expenditure of several hundred dollars when pur¬
chased.

For the most part, the machines are heavy and too

large to move from one building to another conveniently.

Only

colleges which are well endov/ed, larger schools and those smaller
school systems which are able to provide remedial training
through establishment of a clinic, are therefore able to obtain
and utilize mechanical devices effective in a remedial reading
program.

-

18

-

Educational institutions v;hich do not find it practical
or which are unable to use mechanical equipment for diagnosis
and remedial v/ork among their poor readers must rely on sub¬
stitute devices which will accomplish similar results.

Read¬

ing tests of recognized value may be used for diagnosis and
manually operated short exposure devices such as the flash
card and tachistoscope may be used for quick recognition drills.
Extensive reading of books of varied difficulty which have been
arranged to provide material of high interest and low vocabulary
level is recommended as a means for some pupils to overcome their
aversion to reading.

Pupils are also grouped homogeneously on

the basis of their reading levels for drills on word mastery,
word and phrase recognition, and other activities involved
in the mechanics of reading.
LITERATURE DEALING WITH VOCABULARY STUDIES - As stated above,
many research ¥/orkers of recent years have given much attention
to determining the vocabulary burden of text books.
Buckingham and Dolch,

Thorndike,

and others have compiled word lists which

indicate either the frequency with which v7ords occur in a v/ide
variety of commonly rea,d materials or the grade placement given
to these v/ords.

Investigations have also been carried out to

determine the minimal or basic vocabularies for specific subjects
such as American History, Mathematics, etc.

Numerous other re¬

search projects concerning vocabulary study have been carried out
to determine the effect of study of Latin on vocabulary knowledge,
the relation of vocabulary knov/ledge to school achievement, the
influence of vocabulary on intelligence scores, etc.

21
Thorndike, Edv/ard L. - A Teachers Word Book.
22
Buckingham, B. R. and Dolch, E. W. - A Combined Word List.

-

19

-

The writer of this thesis foimd only one report which
described the effect of vocabulary training upon reading
success.

A s-ummary of that report follov/s:
Henmon, 23 in an experiment with fifty four
Madison, Wisconsin high school sophomores,
carried out twelve weeks of intensive word
study as a substitute for regular work in
English composition and literature. A non¬
word study group of pupils of equal ability
in general scholarship and equal amounts of
study of foreign language were used as a
control. He drew the following conclusions
from his findings; "Genuinely significant
differences in enlargement of vocabtilary,
increased ability to discriminate in the
use of words and increased ability to read
understandingly have been shown to result
from less than a semester of word study."

r

*

According to Gates;

"However apt a pupil may be he can-

not acquire a reading vocabulary v/ithout study,"

P4

He outlines

the methods by which children learn to recognize words under
experimental conditions as follov/s;
(1) Dependence upon a striking character.
(Dot over i, tail on y, etc.)
(2) Dependence upon general shape or configura¬
tion of word as a whole,
(3) Use of letters, spelling method,
(4) Phonetic analysis.
(5) Syllabication.
(6) Visual analysis,

(sees several w'ord parts

without attempting to pronounce them, as
bu bble),
23

Henmon, V. A, C. - "An Experimental Study of the Value of
Word Study." Journal of Educational
Psycholo^'V. Volume XII, (February, 1921)
pp, 9B-IO2

24

Gates, Arthur I. - Op. cit,; p. II8

20

-

Gates believes that the attack on words should be versatile
and that no particular method is altogether futile or wholly
sufficient.

He claims that difficulties in word recognition

come frequently from relying exclusively upon a method which
is poorly adapted to the pupil’s linguistic status at the
time.

He reports that facility, on the other hand, results

from a variety of skills and versatility in applying them.
McKee states:

"There is no doubt that in order to im¬

prove instruction in the secondary school, concerted and
determined action must be directed at the problem of devel¬
oping meaning vocabulary."25

He advocates development of

concepts, by a more direct and formal attack upon the devel¬
opment of meaning vocabulary under the direction of the
English teacher using the following procedures:
(a) Providing training in the use of the diction¬
ary.
(b) Teaching the meaning of isolated words found
in word lists.
(c) Teaching of synonyms and antonyms.
(d) Training in building words from stems, pre¬
fixes,

suffixes and other v/ords.

Strang siammarizes the results of research related to
systematic study of v/ords as follows:

"Although certain

types of vocabulary drill are not alv;ays successful and the
degree of improvement does not always justify the effort
expended to produce it, the majority of research on this

23

^
McKee, Paul - "Vocabulary Development," Thirty Sixth Year¬
book of the National Society for the Study of
1937.
p. 284
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question justifies well motivated vocabulary training,
growing out of the students’ reading experiences.
On the basis of the preceding reviev; of literature,
it is evident that more investigations on the specific
outcomes of remedial instruction in reading must be made
before teachers can state with certainty the exact results
which may be anticipated from such instruction.
attempts to throw further light on this problem.

Strang, Ruth A. - Op. cit.; p, 82

This study

PROCEDURE IN THIS STUDY
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Procedure in this Study
This thesis is concerned with an analysis of the
scores made in reading tests by students in the High School
at Auburn, Massachusetts, and with the extent to which a
remedial program was effective with those whose test scores
indicated they were the poorest readers in their respective
groups.
PROBLEM - In specific terms the problem is as follows:
(1) In what reading skills do the greatest
differences exist between those pupils whom
tests indicate are the best and the poorest
readers respectively in their groups?
(2) To what extent does a program of vocabulary
• drill bring improvement in reading skills to
those pupils whom tests indicate are the
poorest readers in their respective groups?
SUBJECTS - The test data of one hundred and one Grade IK
and one hundred Grade X pupils at the High School in
Auburn, Massachusetts in April, 194-0 are analyzed in this
project.

Seventy five of these students were members of

the vocabulary groups in the school year 194-0-194-1.

For

the most part, they are children of first generation
Swedish and French stock, or of American families long
established in the community.

In most instances, the

parents of these students are owners of small homes in the
community, and are engaged as skilled workers in industry
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in the neighboring city of Worcester, Massachusetts.

The

intelligence quotients of the pupils in these two grades
range from 79 to 140.

45^ of the Grade IX pupils and 44^

of those in Grade X have I. Q.
and

6%

's above 100, and only 11^

of the respective groups are belov/ 90.

The level

of intelligence of the vocabulary drill students is notice¬
ably lower than that of the tv/o grades considered as a whole,
in that only 37^ of* them have I. Q.’s above 100 and 20^
of their scores are below 90.
MATERIAL - The material analyzed for this thesis deals
largely with the scores of these students on Forms Am and
Bm, Advanced Iowa Silent Reading Tests, New Edition, pub¬
lished in 1939 by the World Book Company, Yonkers, New
York.,

These tests were used for survey of the- reading

abilities of all pupils in Grades V-X in the Auburn Schools,
and for evaluation of the remediation achieved with the
vocabulary drill program in the High School.

The Manual of

Directions for the Iowa Silent Reading Tests describes the
tests as follows:
’•Advanced Test represents an effort to go beyond
the ordinary general survey of a single phase of
silent reading ability.

The tests are designed to

cover a vifide range of the skills indispensable
to effective reading of the work-study type.

The

test measures three major aspects of silent read¬
ing ability; namely,

(1) Rate of Reading at a

Controlled Level of Comprehension,

(2) Comprehension

-
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of V/'or.ds, Poetry, Sectences, Paragraphs, and
Longer Articles, and (3) Ability to Use Skills
Required in Locating Information.

Each of these

fields is covered in a number of different virays
by means of ten different types of tests, requiring
a total testing time of forty five minutes.”
THE PROCEDURE - The follov/ing steps were taken to acquire
the data upon which the conclusions for this problem are
based:
(1) Advanced Test, Form Am, of the Iowa Silent Read¬
ing Tests, was administered to all pupils in Grade
IX on April 9j 194-0, and in Grade X on April 10,
194-0 by the superintendent of schools of Auburn,
assisted by the high school principal and school
clerk,
(2) The writer then arranged distributions of the sub¬
test standard scores of these pupils.and determined
from these distributions the median subtest stand¬
ard scores of the one hundred and one Grade IX and
one hundred Grade X students.

He then compared the

median scores of the pupils v^ho achieved the greatest
success in the reading tests with those of pupils who
experienced the least success in the tests.

This

comparison was made to determine the skills in which '
poor and good readers differed most widely,
(3) The median standard scores achieved on these tests
were converted, by the v^rriter, into percentile norms
published in the Manual of Directions of the Iowa
Silent Reading Tests.

The method by which the authors

---

derive these standard scores is involved and
need not concern us here.
(4) The scores were analyzed by the superintendent
and high school principal, and all students who
were below the fiftieth percentile were chosen
for remedial v/ork.
(5) These pupils were arranged in five groups, ranging
from fifteen to twenty five students each, according
to their percentile rating.

Each group met for

two forty five minute periods a week for forty weeks.
The pupils in these groups worked on dictionary
usage and word drills for the purpose of becoming
more skilled in reading.
(6) On May 22, 1941, Advanced Form Bm, Iowa Silent Read¬
ing Tests V7as administered to all remedial groups to
obtain data with which to evaluate their gains in
/
reading skills.
(7) The v/riter arranged distributions of Form Bm subtest
standard scores for both Group I and Group II students
and from these distributions computed the mean subtest
standard scores of both groups.
(8) He then compared these median scores of Group I
students in the Forms Am and Bm, Iowa Silent Reading
Tests, and follov/ed the same procedure with the median
scores of pupils of Group II in these two forms of
the same tests.

-
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It can be seen from the above that the writer
proposes:
(a) To determine the skills in which good and
poor readers differ most widely.
(b) To provide a vocabulary training program for
the poorest readers in Grades IX and X for the
purpose of improving their reading skills.
(c) To measure the extent to which this improve¬
ment was achieved.
The conclusions of this study are based upon the
comparisons and measurements outlined above.

THE READING SURVEY DATA

-
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CHAFTlR Tv .
The Reading Survey Data
Although the original testing program in Auburn
included all grades from V through X, this study is con¬
cerned only with the results of Grades IX and X.
RESULTS OF SURVEY FOR GRADE IX - The widespread distri¬
bution of scores which is characteristic of the results
generally reported in reading tests was found to occur
among the students of this group also.

The median stand¬

ard subtest scores of these pupils ranged from the sixth
percentile to the ninety seventh.-

The subtest standard

scores were arranged by the authors of the Iowa Silent
Reading Tests to provide a method of direct comparison of
scores from one subtest to another without resorting to
age or grade equivalents which are misleading when used
with subtests as short as these.

The median standard sub¬

test score, under this arrangement, can be used as the
average for the whole test.
The distribution of subtest standard scores in Table I
below, show that Grade IX pupils as individuals, differed
widely in abilities in the specific skills measured by the
various subtestsj e.g,, in subtest III, which measures the
students' understanding of poetry as shovm by his ability to
find passages which answer questions. Grade IX scores ranged
from the 44.5-49,4 interval to that of 119,5-124,4,

-
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TABLE I
DISTRIBUTION OF SUBTEST STANDARD SCORES OF
101 GRADE IX PUPILS IN FOWl Am, IOWA SILENT READING TEST

Frequency of Scores
Step
Interval

Subtests

I A VC I BVD

II

III

IV

VI A VI BVC VII A VII :

V

119.5-124.4

2

1

114.5-119.4

1

0

109.5-114.4

1

2

1

3

0

2

0

2

1

5

4

0

1

6

104.5-109.4

2

0

99.5-104.4

0

2

1

2

2

94.5- 99.4

1

1

0

9

1

4

0

2

3

2

89.5- 94.4

8

3

1

19

1

3

9

5

1

2

84.5- 89.4

9

5

8

8

6

7

13

8

7

8

79.5- 84.4

12

7

8

24

10

5

0

5

21

10

74.5- 79.4

8

10

6

7

7

19

19

8

12

9

69.5- 74.4

24

14

29

9

27

15

21

12

20

14

64.5- 69.4

15

16

11

9

14

18

16

27

13

17

59.5- 64.4

10

12

10

1

15

17

9

23

9

5

54.5- 59.4

5

16

27

4

11

8

3

7

8

4

49.5- 54.4

7

6

0

0

6

2

0

1

4

18

3

1

3

4

44.5- 49.4

7

1

In Table II which follows, the subtest percentile scores
of the Auburn Grade IX pupils are arranged as distributed in
the quartiles obtained from the standardization population
for those tests*
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TABLK II
QUARTILE DISTRIBUTIONS OF THE PERCENTILES OF 101 GRADE IX PUPILS
IN SUBTESTS OF FORM Am, IOWA SILENT READING TESTS

Subtests
Ouartiles

I A4-C

I B4-D

II

III

IV

V

VI

VII

I

24

20

11

44

20

14

16

21

II

23

24

14

24

34

27

23

23

III

25

16

40

22

22

30

37

28

IV

29

41

36

11

25

30

25

29

V

From Table II, it is to be noted that these Grade IX
pupils, considered as a group, do not possess ability to
the same degree in each of the reading skills v/hich were
tested.

Forty four of the group are ranked in the first

quartile for poetry comprehension (subtest III), as compared
to only 14 pupils in the first quartile of subtest V, which
measures comprehension of sentence meanings.
RESULTS OF SURVEY OF GR/iDE X - The distribution of Grade X
subtest standard scores which follows, shows much the same
wide range of ability in specific skills noted among the Grade
IX scores of Table I.

As in Table I, the spread of scores

was widest in subtests I, Section Bi*!?,!!! S-^d VI,

section B-lrC.
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TABL^. Ill
DISTRIBUTION OF SUBTEST STANDARD SCORES OF
100 GRADE X PUPILS IN FORIi Am, IOWA SILENT READING TESTS

Frequency of Scores
Step
Interval

Subtests
I Ai-C I B^D

II

III

IV

V

VI A VI B^C VII A VII B

119.5-124-.4

1

1

2

114.5-119.4

0

3

0

2

2

1

0

4

3

2

2

7

0

1

4

109.5-114.4

1

0

1

104.5-109.4

2

0

1

4

99.5-104.4

2

3

0

7

94.5- 99.4

3

4

0

8

4

6

0

5

4

4

89.5- 94.4

11

6

4

18

8

5

19

11

7

4

84.5- 89.4

9

11

17

10

9

17

14

13

7

13

79.5- 84.4

19

11

9

16

14

4

0

13

25

13

74.5- 79.4

11

15

13

15

17

18

23

12

14

8

69.5- 74.4

22

15

30

5

26

14

17

13

9

23

64.5- 69.4

8

13

9

7

10

12

12

18

15

11

59.5- 64.4

8

12

6

2

9

7

4

5

11

6

54.5- 59.4

2

5

11

2

3

14

2

3

3

0

49.5- 54.4

1

3

0

1

11

44.5- 49.4

1

1

1

-
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The comparison of subtest percentile norms of Auburn
Grade X pupils with those of the standardization population
as indicated in Table IV below,

shows further evidence that

pupils who read one kind of material well may read another
type of content poorly.

TABLE IV
QUARTILE DISTRIBUTIONS OF THE PERCENTILES OF 100 GRADE X PUPILS
IN SUBTESTS OF FORiJl Am, IOWA SILENT READING TESTS

Subtests
Ouartiles

I UC

I B4-D

II

III

IV

V

VI

VII

I

27

26

14

43

21

19

23

15

II

25

24

30

19

31

18

26

34

III

28

22

30

27

32

29

36

26

IV

20

28

26

11

16

34

15

25

It is noticeable that the Auburn Grade X pupils as well
as those of Grade IX are more capable than those of the stand¬
ardization group in poetry comprehension, (subtest III),

On

the other hand, their comprehension cf sentence meanings,
(subtest V), is noticeably below that of tne standardization
pupils,
SUIiiH^ARY OF DATA FOR GRADE IX AND GRADE X - The data above
shows that at the time that Auburn pupils of Grades IX and
X were given Form Am, Advanced Iowa Silent Reading Tests,

-
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the following conditions existed in regard to their reading
skills:
(1) A pronounced difference in abilities of individual
students of both groups in a specific reading skill,
the most noticeable being:

(a) comprehension of

science and social sciences material,
B4-D), (b) understanding of poetry,

(^ubtest I,

(subtest III),

and (c) ability to identify details essential to
the meaning of a paragraph (subtest VI, B4C).
(2) A noticeable difference of ability in the various
reading skills of the pupils considered as a group.
DIFFERENCES BET7/EEN POOR Ahi:) GOOD READERS - Chapter III indi¬
cated the general procedure which has been followed in this
project.

As indicated there, the first analysis was concerned

with the factors which mark a difference between good and
poor readers.

It is now generally understood that reading

had become something more than the rapid perception of printed
symbols and the memory and organization of materials read.
A good reader will do much more than glibly name words as
they appear on the printed page.

He must be able to compre¬

hend rapidly and accurately that which he reads, and this
ability involves not only word recognition but also phrase,
sentence, and paragraph comprehension.

A good reader also

possesses the ability to make efficient use of libraries
and books as sources of information and pleasure.
In order to.isolate the factors which mark the differ¬
ences betviTeen good and poor readers, pupils were ranked in
descending order according to their median standard subtest
scores.

As explained in Chapter III, these scores can be

-
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used as the averages of the pupils for the whole of their
respective tests.

The pupils with the thirty highest

scores were considered good readers as far as Auburn was
concerned and the lowest thirty scores were used to desig¬
nate the poor readers.

These scores v/ere chosen somewhat

arbitrarily but there had to be sufficient cases to furnish
data which would have significance and at the same time the
classes had to be sufficiently small to eliminate from the
analysis a fairly large group of average readers.
COMPARABILITY OF THE SCORES - The scores used in this thesis
are not the raw scores on the test; they are the standard
scores derived from them.

The authors of the tests have

administered them to a standardization population of several
thousand cases.

The method by which this conversion of raw

to standard scores is computed is involved and need not con¬
cern us here.

The purpose of these subtest standard scores

is to provide a method of direct comparison of scores from
one subtest to another.

In other words, a score of sixty

four on one subtest is comparable to a score of sixty four'.in any other section of the test.

V/hat is even more'impor¬

tant for purposes of this project, it means that a differ¬
ence of twenty points betv/een any two parts of the tests
is comparable ‘to a difference of twenty points between any
other tvi/-o sections of the tests.

That fact is utilized

below.
GOOD Am POOR READERS IN GRADE IX - A comparison of standard
subtest scores was made first between the good and poor
readers of Grade IX and between similar groups of Grade X

-
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as a check upon the results*
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The median standard score in

each subtest based upon the distributions of Table I appear
in Table V below*

TABLE V
COMPAHISON OF LffiAN STANDARD SCORES OF 30 HIGHEST AND 30 LOVffiST
GRADE IX PUPILS IN SUBTESTS ON FORlvI Am, IOWA SILENT READING TEST

Subtest Mean Standard Scores
Test
Group
I Al-C I Bi-D
30 Highest
Grade IX
82.
83.

II

III

IV

V

VI A

VI B4-C VII A

VII B

76.

95. 8I. 82.

89.

86.

80.

87.

30 Lov/est
Grade IX

67.

58.

64.

72. 6I. 65.

67.

63.

68*

66*

Differ¬
ences

15.

25.

12*

23. 20. 17.

22.

23.

12.

21.

As far as Grade IX readers in Auburn are concerned, Table V
indicates that the greatest differences between good and poor
readers exist in subtests I, section B-i-D; III; VI,

section A;

VI, section B-frC; and VII, section B which are tests of the
following skills:
(1) Comprehension of natural and social science
reading material.
(2) Poetry comprehension,
(3) Ability to select the central topic of a paragraph*

(4) Ability to identify details essential to the
meaning of the paragraph,
(5) Ability to select words under which information
about a given question might be found.
GOOD AND POOR READERS IN GRADE X - The median standard
scores for subtests of Grade X good and poor readers in
Table VI appearing below are based upon the distributions
arranged in Table III,
Table VI shows that the greatest differences between
the good and poor readers of Grade X in Auburn appear in
subtests I, section B-lrD; III; V; VI,

section B+C; and VII,

section B.

TABLE VI
COMPARISON OF MEAN STANDARD SCORES OF 30 HIGHEST AI'H) 30 LOWEST
GRADE X PUPILS IN SUBTESTS ON FORli Am, IOWA SILENT READING TEST

Subtest Mean Standard Scores
Test
GrouiD
I A+C
30 Highest
Grade X
84.

I Bl-D

II

Ill

IV

V

VI A VI B4-C VII A VII B

87.

82.

99. 87. 87. 92.

91.

86.

87.

30 Lowest
Grade X

71.

66.

69.

77. 69. 66. 72.

71.

71.

67.

Differences

13.

21.

13.

22. 18. 21. 20.

20.

15.

20.

These parts of the test measure the folloT\ring skills respectively:
(1) Comprehension of natural and social science material.
(2) Poetry comprehension.

-
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(3) Sentence meanings,
(4) Ability to identify details essential to the
meaning of a paragraph.

(5) Ability to select words under which information
about a given question might be found.
SIM/iARY OF DIFFERENCES BET^VEEN GOOD AND POOR READElirJ - The
data of Tables V and VI above shows that pupils designated
as poor and good readers, respectively, in Grades IX and X
at Auburn High School had pronounced differences in reading
skills at the time they virere first administered form Am of
the Iowa Silent Reading Test in April, 1940,

The skills

in which both groups differed most noticeably vmre as
follows:
(1) Comprehension of natural and Social science read¬
ing material.
(2) Poetry comprehension.
(3) Ability to identify details essential to the mean¬
ing of a paragraph.
(4) Ability to select words under which information
about a given question might be found.

THE VOCABULARY DRILL PROGRAl.'!
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CHAI^SR V
The Vocabulary Drill Program
EVIDENCE OF VOCABULARY HANDICAPS - As a result of individual
conferences with several of the pupils classified above as
poor readers and through an analysis of their reading test
scores, the superintendent of schools of Auburn and the
high school principal formed the opinion that vocabulary
handicaps were an important factor in the reading disabili¬
ties of those students.

Table V above, indicates that Ihe

poorest readers in Grade IX, considered as a group, received
their next to the lowest score in subtest IV, which dealt
with v;ord meanings.

Their lowest score was in that section

of subtest I which measured comprehension of reading, a skill
which, obviously, is adversely affected by poor word recogni¬
tion.

Table VI likewise indicates that the poorest Grade X

readers were weak in vocabulary knowledge, although not to
as noticeable degree ss was the case with the handicapped
readers of Grade IX.
PURPOSE OF THE PROGRAM - As stated in Chapter II, few investi¬
gations have been carried out to establish the valud of a
systematic study of words.

According to Strang^:

There is some controversy as to- v^hether
vocabulary study has a real and permanent
value.
Some authors feel that a meager
vocabulary is only a symptom of other
difficulties and that an individual's
vocabulary will naturally increase with
experience and wider reading.
Others
believe tiat specific attempts to im¬
prove the vocabulary v/ill lead to

1
Strang, Ruth C. - Improvement of Reading in High School
and College; p. 82
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permanent gains as well as to
greater ease and interest in
reading.
Although certain types
of vocabulary drill are not al¬
ways successful and the degree
of improvement does not always
justify the effort expended to
produce it, the majority of re¬
search on this question justifies
well motivated vocabulary train¬
ing, growing out of the student’s
reading experiences.
In view of the apparent weaknesses in vocabulary
knowledge existing among the poor readers of Grade IX and
X in Auburn, a remedial program was begun for these pupils
with the opening of school in September, 1940.

As stated

in Chapter III, tv/o forty five minute periods per v/eek were
devoted to the program throughout the school year.

It was

hoped that the remedial work of these classes would bring
about a significant gain in the pupils’ v/ord knowledge, and
a noticeable improvement in their reading skills as reflected
by higher scores in the reading tests planned for the end of
the school year.

It was further hoped that the elimination

of many of these pupils from the poor reader class would
make it possible to give more individual attention and addi¬
tional remedial training to the smaller number of poor readers
who would then remain in these groups.
ORGANIZATION OF THE VOCABULARY CLASSES - Those pupils who,
as members of Grades IX and X, received scores in the April,

1940 reading tests which placed them below the fiftieth per¬
centile were entered in vocabulary groups.

It should be

noted that these students in September 1940 were then classified
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as members of Grades X and XI, respectively.

For purposes

of clarity, vocabulary students who were in Grade IX in April,
1940, and returned to school in September, 1940 as members
of Grade X, will be designated hereafter as Group I students.
Similarly, Grade X pupils as of April 1940 who became members
of Grade XI in September will be referred to as Group II
students.

These pupils were grouped for vocabulary training

as follows:
GROUP

NO. OF PUPILS

READING TEST PERCENTILE

c

15

below 20

D

25

20-25

E

25

20-39

F

21

40-49

G

17

varied

TRAINING IN THE USE OF THE DICTIONARY - Since the word drills
planned for the program of vocabulary study so frequently
called for the use of the dictionary, it was believed that
training in the efficient use of this tool was of primary
importance.

A copy of the unit prepared for this training

appears in the appendix to this project.

The unit on

dictionary usage included instruction designed to teach the
pupils to use it as a source for the following information
about words:
(1) Parts of speech.

(4) Syllabication.

(2) Pronunciation.

(5) Exact meanings.

(3) Standing

(6) Spelling.
(7) Synonyms and antonyms.
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Pupils were encouraged to develop speed in the use
of the dictionary to obtain the above information con¬
cerning words.

They were instructed to keep records in

their notebooks of the time required to complete similar
exercises performed on different dates,in order to observe
their own improvement and increased efficiency.

Their

instructors observed their techniques in order to teach
them to use the guide words properly and with a minimum
lapse of time.
It was believed that improved efficiency in the. use
of dictionary v/ould result in similar improvement of skill
and efficiency in the use of the word drill exercises which
were to follow.

The individual notebooks of the vocabulary

class pupils showed that this objective was realized, and
their increased skill in the use of the dictionary made possi¬
ble for them a more efficient use of the word drill exercises
which followed.
THE V/ORD DRILL EXERCISES - The Quiz on V/ords by John B.
Gilmartin,^ was used for word drill purposes in the vocabu¬
lary groups.

It consisted of a booklet of thirty two exer¬

cises varying in length from ten to tv^enty five problems with
the majority consisting of about twenty questions.

These

exercises dealt with the meaning, spelling, pronunciation
and recognition of approximately 700 words which in the opin¬
ion of Mr. Gilmartin author of the exercises;
place in any student’s vocabulary.”
—-

Gilmartin, John G. - Quiz on Vfords

" are worth a
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The word drills v;ere arranged to improve knowledge
of various phases of vocabulary by a variety of activities
designed to appeal to the student's interest.

A summary

of the nature of these drills follows;
TYPE 0? DRILL

EXERCISE NUMBERS

Pronunciation

#3, #15,

Dictionary marks and symbols

#6

Synonyms and antonyms

#5, #21

Spelling

#8

Classification of words under
descriptive headings

#23

Words with various suffixes

#13, #19, #32

Words with similar roots

#24

Selection of words to
provide correct meaning

#1, #12,

#28

#26

Multiple use of words to
illustrate various shades
of meaning

#10, #16

Definition exercises

#2, #4, #11, #17 ,#22
#25, #29,#30

Completion exercises

#7, #20, #27, #31b

Recasting exercises

#9, #14, #18, #31a

Pupils were allowed to proceed at their own speed with
these drills.

Upon the completion of each unit of five

exercises, they went to a central testing room where a faculty
member selected, at random, one from each three or four pro¬
blems in each exercise as a test question.

If the pupil

failed in more than one response for any particular exercise

-
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of the unit, he was required to reviev; the exercise v/ith
at least one additional period of study.

He was then re¬

tested and allowed to proceed with the next unit of five
exercises.
As was to be expected, the rate of progress of pupils
in this work varied considerably, and the students completed
the Quiz on Words exercises on widely divergent dates.

All

of these students, however, had finished this work before the
first of May.

As soon as a pupil completed the drill exer¬

cises, he began the study of v/ords included in a list compiled
from those suggested by teachers in the school as the words
causing the greatest difficulty to pupils in their classes.
The words of this compilation were studied individually by
the vocabulary pupils who v/ere given a series of tests cover¬
ing the unit as soon as it was completed.
list and tests is included in the appendix.

A copy of the word
The v^ord list

was not completed by many of the vocabulary group, however,
due to lack of time,
EVALUATION OF DATA FOR THE VOCABULARY PROGRAM - On May 20,
1941, all pupils then enrolled in the vocabulary classes
were administered Form Bm, of the Advanced Iowa Silent Read¬
ing Tests,

A distribution of their scores similar to those

of Tables I and III was tabulated, and from this distribution,
the mean standard scores in each subtest for Form Bm, Group I
and Group II pupils, were computed.

With this data and that

which was previously determined, Tables VII and VIII were
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arranged as follov^s:

TABLE VII
COMPARISON OF MEAN STANDARD SCORES OF GROUP I VOCABULARY
STUDENTS IN SUBTESTS OF FORl/IS Am and Bm,
I0?/A SILENT READING TESTS

Test
Form

I UC I B4D

II

III

IV

V

VIA

VI B*-C VII A VII B

Bm

76

73

78

83

74

69

78

78

80

83

Am

69

63

65

78

66

67

70

66

70

68

7

10

13

5

8

2

8

12

10

15

Gain

Table VII indicates that the greatest gains in reading
scores among the Group I poor readers, as determined from
results of reading tests administered at the beginning and
close of the remedial period, were experiences in subtests
I, section B-tD; 11; VI, section B-tC; VII, section A; and
VII,

section B.

These subtests are a measure of reading

skills as follows:.
(1) Comprehension of natural and social science material.
(2) Ability to comprehend general and specific situations
expressed in the content without unduly stressing
memory,
(3) Ability to identify details essential to the meaning
of the paragraph.
(4) Ability to locate in a simple index answers to
specific questions,
(5) Ability to select words under which information
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about a given question might be found.
It is to be noted that three of these greatest gains
are in items #1, #3, and #5 above,

in skills in which, at

the outset of the vocabulary program, the greatest differ¬
ences existed between the poorest and best readers.

(See

Table V, Chapter IV,)

TABLE VIII
COMPARISON OF MEM STANDARD SCORES OF (ROUP II VOCABULARY
STUDENTS IN SUBTESTS OF FORMS Am and Bm,
I0V;A SILENT READING TESTS

^0g

Form

I A4-C I B^D

II

III

IV

V

VI A

VI B4C

VII A

VII B

Bm

77.

76.

77. ,

82. 75. 76.

80.

75.

81.

86.

Am

71.

68.

70.

82.

70. 68.

74.

73.

74.

72.

6.

8.

7.

O.

8.

6.

2.

7.

14.

Gain

5.

Table VIII indicates that the greatest gains in reading
scores among the Group II poor readers, as determined from
results of reading tests administered at the beginning and
close of the remedial period, were experienced in subtests I,
section Bi-D; II; V; VII,

section A; and VII, section B.

These

subtests are a measure of reading skills as follows:
(1) Comprehension of natural and social science material.
(2) Ability to comprehend general and specific situations
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expressed in the content without unduly stressing
memory.
(3) Sentence meanings.
(4) Ability to locate in a simple inddx answers to
specific questions.
(5) Ability to select words under which information
about a specific question might be found.
It is to be noted that two of these greatest gains are
in items #1 and #5 above,

in skills in which, at the outset

of the vocabulary program, the greatest differences existed
between the poorest and the best readers.
Chapter IV.)

(See Table VI,

It is also important to note, in connection

with the median subtest scores of both Groups I and II, that
the greatest gains did not occur in Imowledge of word mean¬
ings, although this was the specific skill in which the stu¬
dents of these groups received special training.

STmikHY OF GAINS OF GROUP I AIID GROUP II PUPILS - From the
evaluation data, previously mentioned in this chapter, the
following points appear to be most worthy of note in terms
of the problem of this study:
(1) After approximately nine months' vocabulary
training, three of the five reading skills in
which Group I students experienced their great¬
est gains, were skills in which they were most
inferior to those pupils who were first designated
as the best readers in Grade IX.

These were skills

#1) #3j and #5 in the outline which follows Table
VII above.
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(2) After approximately nine months' vocabulary train¬
ing, three of the five reading skills in v/hich Group
II students experienced their greatest gains, were
skills in which they were most inferior to those
pupils who were first designated as the best readers
in Grade X,

These v/ere skills #1, #3? and #5 in the

outline which follows Table VIII above,
(3) Two of the four reading skills in which pupils in
both groups I and II experienced their greatest
improvement as a result of vocabulary training,
were skills in which they were most inferior to the
so-called best readers of Grades IX and X at the
outset of the vocabulary training program.
These skills were:
(a) Comprehension of natural and social
science material,
(b) Ability to select words under v/hich
information about a given question
might be found,
(4) In two of the four reading skills, in which the
greatest differences existed between good and poor
readers at the outset of the vocabulary program,
there was less improvement in both Group I and Group
II, despite vocabulary training, than there was in
at least two other skills.

The skills in v/hich
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remediation occurred to this lesser degree were:
(a) Ability to comprehend general and specific
situations expressed in the content with¬
out unduly stressing memory.
(b) Ability to locate in a simple index answers
to specific questions.
(5) Pupils in both Groups I and II showed less improve¬
ment in knowledge of v/ord meanings after nine months
of vocabulary training than they did in at least
five other skills of a total of ten measured by the
Iowa Silent Reading Tests.

STOIARY km) CONCLUSIONS
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CHAPTULVI
Summary and Conclusions
In Chapter II of this study, the witer has attempted
to outline the types of reading handicaps which have been
discovered by research students and practices which are
recommended to overcome these disabilities.

As previously

stated, his problem has been to determine the differences
which exist between good and poor readers as indicated by
a survey and analysis of reading scores, and to learn to
what extent remediation of reading disabilities may be achieved by means of a vocabulary training program.

He

assumes that the Iowa Silent Reading Tests, Advanced Forms
Am and Bm, are valid and reliable measures of the reading
skills tested, and that the close correlation of the tv/o
forms of the tests permits them to be used as a valid and
reliable measure of the gains in reading skills experienced
by Auburn pupils as a result of their vocabulary training
from September, 194-Q} to May, 1941,

His conclusions follow

under two headings,
DIFFERENCES BET^TEEH GOOD kWD POOR READERS - From the survey
and analysis of the scores of the Form Am tests, it is concluded
that groups of students selected on the basis of poor reading
scores above, as was the case in this study of pupils in
Grades IX and X in Auburn, are more likely to be deficient
in certain specific reading skills than in others.

This

study has shov/n that, of the five skills in which those
designated as poor and good readers in each group differed
most widely, the four abilities listed below v/ere the same
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for both ninth and tenth grade pupils in Auburn in April,
194-0.
(1) Comprehension of natural and social science
reading material.
(2) Poetry comprehension.
(3) Ability to identify details essential to the
meaning of a paragraph.
(4) Ability to select words under which information
about a given question might be found.
The degree of difference in those skills which marked
the widest separation bet?/een good and poor readers was not
great in any instance,

indicating that the order under which

these differences existed in the two groups studied might
vary in other similar groups. The order under which the dif¬
ferences in reading skills were found to exist among the Grade
IX and Grade X pupils of this study varied considerably as
can be readily noted in Tables V and VI in Chapter IV.
REMEDIAL EFFECT OF VOCABULAIiY TRAINING - The data of this
study furnishes only inconclusive evidence that a vocabulary
program of the type described in Chapter V is a practical
method to gain improvement in reading skills of Grade IX and
Grade X handicapped readers.

This statement is based upon

the following conditions?
(1) Group I and II vocabulary pupils experienced their
greatest gains in common in the following reading
skills;

(see Tables VII and VIII)

(a) Comprehension of natural and social science
material
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(b) Ability to comprehend general and specific
situations expressed in the content without
unduly stressing the memory.
(c) Ability to locate in a simple index answers
to specific questions.
(d) Ability to select words under which information
about a specific question might be found.
(2) Of the four skills listed above as those in which
vocabulary students made their greatest improvement
after approximately nine months remedial instruction,
the tv7o which follow are those in which the differ¬
ences between good and poor readers v/ere most pro¬
nounced at the start of the program (see Chapter IV);
(a) Comprehension of natural and social science
material,
(b) Ability to select words under which information
about a specific question might be found.

(3)

Reading skills in which the poor and good readers
of this study differed most widely at the beginning
and in vihlch gains were less noticeable at the end
of the vocabulary training, are as follows (see
Chapter IV);
(a) Poetry comprehension,
(b) Ability to identify details essential to the
meaning of a paragraph.

(4) Although Groups I and II received special training
in vocabulary for almost nine months, they exerienced
smaller gains in knowledge of word meanings than in
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several other skills for v/hich there was no
specific training,
DISCUSSION - The results of this study lend further support
to those who advocate that handicapped readers should be
given diagnostic and remedial treatment on an individual
basis.

The viewpoint that vocabulary handicaps were an

important factor in pupils’ reading disabilities, held by
the writer and his superintendent at the outset of this study,
is not proved conclusively by the findings of this thesis.
It should be recognized, however, either or both ineffective
teaching and/or ineffective methods of vocabulary study may
have been important among many factors in the failure of the
vocabulary pupils to obtain more conclusive gains in their
reading skills.

Furthermore, no suitable control group v/as

established v^hich would provide scores for comparison with
those pupils who had received vocabulary training.
sult,

As a re¬

it cannot be stated definitely that gains in reading

skills experienced by vocabulary students were the outcome of
instruction received in the vocabulary drill program.

APPENDICES

UNIT ON DICTIONARY USAGE
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AUBURN HIGH SCHOOL
1940 - 1941 VOCABULARY BUILDING
UNIT I DICTIONARY USAGE
To the Students:
Since v;ords are the instruments of thought and absolutely
essential to the expression of our ideas, improving one’s
vocabulary is a question of vital importance to every student.
Pupils must have a broad vocabulary with rich meaning con¬
tent in order to speak well, read well, or to understand the
printed page.
(1) The first unit in vocabulary building will be called
"E}CPLORING THE DICTIONARY.”
(a) Do you know the five important things which the
dictionary will tell you?
1. Correct spelling in syllables.
2. Pronunciation - preferred is always written
first.
3. Parts of speech:

If noun, singular and plural.
If verb, principal parts;
whether transitive or intransitive.

4. Derivation with meaning.

5. Meaning of the word according to its use in the
sentence.
Look up several words in your dictionary to note
these five points.

If #4 is not included in your

dictionary, consult a larger edition.
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(b) Are you familiar v/ith the dictionary’s system
of arrangement?
1. GUIDE WORDS - top of each column of words
on each page.

2. PROllQNCIATION - Diacritical marks are used
as symbols for sounds.

These marks are found

in the front of the dictionary or at the
bottom of each page.

Read the entire list

pronouncing carefully the sample words.

Then

find words in your dictionary having these
diacritical marks and compare your pronuncia¬
tions with the ones in the diacritical table,
A heavy accent mark indicates the strongly
accented syllable,
3. SYLLABICATION - Syllables are separated by a
• short, light dash.
by hyphens.

Compound words are joined

.

4-, SPELLING - If two spellings are allowed, the
preferred is given first.
5. GRAIvMATICAL INFORI^/IATION - The part of speech
for the word is indicated by abbreviations,
a - for adjective; v - for verb; adv. - for
adverb, etc.

6. SYNOimiS AND ANTOimiS - Found at the end of
the definitions.
7. STANDING - All words not in good usage will be
indicated as:

Obsolete, obs., colloquial, coll,

poetic, poet, or archaic, arch.

.

Do you know the exact meaning of these words?
*
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If not, look them up in your dictionary,
(c)Practice drills for developing directness,
Accuracy, and Skill in the use of the diction¬
ary.
1, PRACTICE I - Arrange in alphabetical order,
word lists similar to. the following,
accept
extra

employer
conduct

almost
compels

cruel
along

admittance
compliment

Make a list of your own choosing and arrange
alphabetically.

Use the same number of words

in every list and time yourself to see if you
are improving.

Practice on several lists im-

til you can do one quickly and accurately.
In all dictionary work speed is important but
understanding and accuracy come before speed.
In all the practice drills that follow, use
the same number of words as in sample given on
sheet.

Time yourself for improvement in all

cases.

Accurate timing is important.

You

will probably want to use several times the
drills given on this sheet and others that v^ill
follow,

so in all cases, make a copy of the words

and blanks for all practice v/ork.
2. PRACTICE II - Between the guide words, do you
find each of the follov/ing:
farce

lyric

muse

satire

bard

yeast

torrent

rashly

tonic

elegy

Practice on other lists made out by yourself
using longer words.
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3. PRACTICE III - Using your dictionary, find
as quickly as possible the pages on which
the following vrards are defined.
stop to find the words this time.

Do not
Opposite

each word in your copy, write the page num¬
ber.
1. first_
2. sullen_6.
3^ soothing_ 7*
4, preserve_ 8.

forceps_ 9. you_
civilian_ 10. phlegm_
minute_
revise_

Did you find all ten within two minutes?

If

not, make more lists of your ovm and practice
again.

Then test yourself on the same ten

words.
4. PRACTICE IV - Copj;- the following words and lines.
Look each word up in the dictionary and v^rrite on
the dotted line the word that follows it.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

falter_
6.
lodge_7»
raspberry_
8.
clatter_
9.
lounge_
10.

hearty_
military_
evidence___
evaporate__
slice_

Practice this test until you can do it in three
or four minutes.

Vary the exercise by copying

the preceding words.

Make other lists and time

yourself to see if you are improving.

Do not

be satisfied with a poor performance; practice
until you reach standard time on all tests.
5r.PRACTICE V - PROirONCIATION:
ary,

Using your diction¬

indicate the correct pronunciation of these

words.

Study the meaning of the virords.

words in sentences.

Accent properly.

Use the
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mischievous
pumpkin

hospitable
finance
athlete

Itablian
comparable

library
paraffin

Place the proper diacritical mark over the
vowels in these v/ords,
farm
grown
fate
brood

fund
good
fight
handle

fit
brow
fought
tough

fast
receive

Practice on lists of your own making,

6. PRACTICE VI - SYLLABICATION:

Indicate the

syllables of these words,
terrible
reservoir
haughty
languid

permanent
camouflage
perpetual
synopsis

fiery
fatal

Practice on lists of your o\m making.
7. PRACTICE VII - PARTS OF SPEECH:
part of speech of these words.

Indicate the
Use your

dictionary,
fanciful
write
nor
on

solitary
oh
heroine
logically

muscular
rampart

Make lists of your own for further practice.

8. PRACTICE VIII - SYNONYMS - ANTONZMS:

Look up

in your dictionary:
dull
admonition
acrid
rude

baneful
expiration
tranquil
eccentric

animated
onerous

Also, find antonyms for the same words.
tice on other lists.

Prac¬

Be able to use in good

sentences all the words on these three sheets.
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Find th©

standing of the following words:
golly
pal
yo
gab

beaut
hobo
estop (meaning to step)
cinch

. Try to think of other words that come under
STANDING.
10. PRACTICE X - I'lCEANING OF V70RDS:

Find in your

dictionary the proper meaning of the words
capitalized in the following sentences:
The value of the wheat crop was BIPAIRED
by the frost.'
A person can be INOCULATED with many kinds
of germs.
There were three FLEDGLINGS the last time
I looked.
Her R'lANNERISMS v/ere very annoying.
What PROOF have you that I called at your
home?
■The PROOF sent to me by the printer was
very satisfactory.
NOTE:
UNIT I is simply practice work.

iWien you are sure

you can do all these easily and accurately, you may ask
for UNIT 2.

You will be handicapped if you ask for another

unit before you have covered this unit satisfactorily.

A

thorough understanding of this one will help you consider¬
ably in the vrork that is to follow.

Hereafter you will

have to pass a test on each unit before being given a new
one.

TEACHERS’ COMPOSITE WORD LIST
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Pupils should prepare themselves to give true meanings
of the words in this list and to use them in sentences of
high school standard.
In doing the work individually, it
may be well to go over the list, checking off the words that
you can readily use in sentences, and then with the use of
your diction ary, find out the meaning of the words you are
not sure of or do not Imow.
There will be two tests to take:
Test ‘'A” on words 1
to 96; Test "B" on words 97 to 191.
You may take either test
as soon as you think you are ready.
Do not try to memorize sentences illustrating the words.
It will be much better to understand the full meaning of the
word and be able to use the word in several sentences of
varied meanings.
Be able to spell all v/ords.
1, asset

21. contrast

2, anthem

22, congested

3. actually

23. corpse

4. accompanied

24. corps

5. alien

25. cumulative

6, attain

26. correspondence

7* aspect

27. correspondents

8, allotment

28. corporation

9. assistance

29. co-operation

10. assistants

30. contributing

11, alternate

31. customary

12. acute

32. completely

13• approximate

33* consignment

14, broker

34, climax

15. budget

35* conglomeration

16. baton

36, compromise

17. ballad

37. conciliation

18, baneful

38. conservative

19. characteristic

39. define, definition

20, chords

40. distinguish
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V/ORD LIST "A” COHTIIIUED

41. draft

69. inventory

42. design, designation

70. investment

43. diagonally

71. interval

44. desirous

72. industry

45. destination

73. imperialism

46. environment

74-. Isolationist

47. excusable

75. irresponsible

48. epidemic

76. inexhaustible

49. efficient

77. initiative

50. economic, economics

78. imagery

51. elliptical

79. liability

52. experience

80. liberal .

53. enable, unable

81. modify

54. effect ,

82. mortgage

55* frequency

83. mutual

56. function

84. manifest

57• financing, financial

85. minuteness

58. friction

86. mitigate

59. foreigner

87. principle

60. freight

88. principal

61. fanatic

89. procedure

62. flippant

90. proportion

63• graduate

91. premitim

64. grammatical

92. pitch (music)

65. guaranty, guarantee

93. progression

66, harmony

94. oblique

67. homage

95. propaganda

68. immune

96. recuperate

. -

WORD LIOT
97» preserved

126. submerge

98. perpetuate

127. buoyant

99. piety

128. lyric

100. reciprocate

129. octave

101. rotation

130. composition

102. rhythm

131. perspective

103. reticence

132. aromatic

104. securities

133. clarity

105. schedule

134. contour

106. stimulate

135- immaterial

107. scale

136, tangent

108. signature

137* indict

109. swell

138, indeterminate

110. suffrage

139* differentiate

111. satisfactorily

140. subsistence

112. sundry

141. moratorium

113. speculate

142. imperialism

114. transmit

143. partisan

115. tone

144. circulate

116. tint

145. applicant

117. theme

146. prospective

118. vouch, voucher

147. reputable

119. amplify

148. invert

120. component

149. affiliation

121. conversion

150. enigram

122. virtual

151* arbitration

123. fidelity

152, aridity

124. pro-rata

153, irreparable

125. suspension

154, inherent

WORD LIST ”B"

155* abandonned

174. obeisance

156. apathy

175* obstreperous

157» caprice

176, paroxysm

158. complementary

177* pretext

159. connived

178. prolific

160.

179. pungent

convivial

161. cupidity

180. quip

162. detiorated

181. rebutt

163. diffusive

182. resorts (verb)

164. effrontery

183. sacrilege

165. emaciated

184. seared

166. enigma

185. stimulus

167. harrassed

186. suave

168. inalienable

187. summarily

169.

inebriation

188. suppliant

170.

intricate

189. tour

171. lethal

190. transpose

172. morbid

191. vaccilated

173* nauseous

V/ORD LIST TESTS
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WORD LIST "A”

Find in Column II an appropriate definition for each
word in Column I.

Number the definition to agree with the

word defined.
1, asset

an annual financial statement

2. alien

a dealer in money, notes, stocks

3. allotment

a simple song

4. broker

a stick or wand

5. ballad

an apportionment

6. baton

an order for delivery, transfer,
etc.

7. budget

the highest point

8. contrast (v.)

an order directing payment of money

9. consignment

part of the peoperty of a person,
estate, or corporation

10. climax

the surrounding conditions,
influences

11. draft

a foreigner

12. destination

a general attack of anything, as
fear, disease, etc.

13. environment

compensation for transport of
goods

14. epidemic

to show by comparison

15. experience

the proper action of anything

16. function

respect or reverential regard

17. freight

the place set for the end of a
j ourney

18. friction

the actual living through an event
or events

19. homage

resistance to motion between bodies

20. mortgage (v.)

to pledge or give as security

71 TEST II

WORD LIST "A"

anthem

effect

immune

liability

aspect

frequency

interval

liberal

chords

fanatic

industry

premium

conglomeration

graduate

initiative

pitch

conservative

harmony

imagery

propaganda

Fill each blank with an appropriate word or some related form
of it,

selected from the list above.

1. In the boy's pockets, he found a _of things most
noticeable of which were the nails,

shells, string, and chalk.

2. The Star Spangled Banner is knov/n as our national _.
3. A_estimate of our needs would include ten dollars
for food and two dollars for recreation.

4. Vaccination is an aid to making one_to small pox.
5. In Massachusetts, personal injury claims resulting from
automobile accidents are covered by _insurance.
6. A tv/o hundred dollar trade-in allowance on that car was a very
_allowance, indeed.

7. Extravagant claims for most products today are merely_•
8. There is a very high_to the sound of an airplane's
propeller.

9. The new methods which he put into operation while he was sub¬
stituting for the manager brought him much praise for his_

10. Many skilled worders are now being employed in tool machine
11. He played several _on the piano.
12. The _of the moon rising above the pines was very sooth
ing to this distracted mind.
13. The _of his visits attracted the attention of the
neighbors.

14. The fervor v/ith v^hich some of these tribesmen practiced their
religious rites soon changed them late howling_

»

15. The medicine had the same_upon him as a strong drug.
16. As soon as I complete my studies I will _from school.
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17. The _of the colars used in the design produced a
very pleasing effect.
18. There was only a very short_hetvieen the flash
and the sound of the explosion.
19. The frightful figures v/hich he saw during the height of his
illness were examples of the_of a distorted mind.

20 He received a

for the sale of twenty boxes of

Christmas cards.

WORD LIST "A"

TEST III

1. actually

^Doisonous, deadly

2. accompanied

entirely

3. acute

escorted, convoyed

4. approximate

formed by additions

5. baneful

giving in common

6. cumulative

really

7. contributing

habitual

8. customary

penetrating, sharp

9. completely

solicitous

ID. desirous

nearly exact

Find in Column II an appropriate definition for each word
in Column I.

Number the definition to agree with word defined.
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TEST IV

WORD LIST "A"

Recast each sentence in this exercise, vising a word taken
from the following list,
attain

excusable

imperialism

characteristic

efficient

isolationist

congested

foreigner

inexhaustible

distinguish

flippant

modify

minuteness

grammatical

mutual

1. There were many people in the corridor at ten o’clock.
2. The bacteria in drinking water are so small that they are not
visible to us without the aid of the microscope.

3. He.is the type of individual who talks a great deal without
saying anything.

4. His grandparents were not citizens of the United States.
5. The senator does not believe we should aid the British, Greeks,
Or any other foreign nation.

6. liVe have used some of our natural resources as though there were
no end to them.

7. Their practice of extending their control over nations is
directly opposed to our democratic principles.

8. Possibly your explanation of that mistake will be accepted by
your employer.

9. The courage of those men sets them apart from others in their
troop.

10. Wealth and social position are not always reached at one and
the same time.

11. He possesses all the qualities that mark a successful business
man.

12. Most of our slang expressions are not acceptable as good English.
13. He manages his responsibilities in a very energetic and active
manner.
14. You should change your views on that question.
15. We will both benefit from that arrangement.
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TEST V

WORD LIST "A”

Find in Column I an appropriate definition for each word in
Column II#

Number the word to agree with the definition#

Column I

Column II

1. in a position running across from
corner to corner

2. pertaining to the satisfaction of
man’s needs

obliaue
recuuerate
assistants

3. inclined

alternate

4. act of gaining the good virill of

corus

5. to interpret

corre suondence

6. regain

guarantee

7. help

comuromise

8. a plan

assistance

9. helpers

coruse

10. the act of showing or specifying

correspondents

11. succeeding by turns

cooperation

12. having a part omitted

conciliation

13. dead body of a human being

define

14. organized body of men

design

15« those with whom intercourse is

diagonallv

carried on by letter
economic
16, intercourse by letters
17. an explanation of the meaning
of a word

elliptical

18, to give security to

definition

19. the science of political economy

designation

20. a mutual agreement reached by

progression

concession

-
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21* lapse or process of time

_^economics

22. collective action for common

_enable

benefit
23. the relation of one to another

_procedure

24. to make possible

__proportion

25* an action in course of conduct

__

TEST VI

WORD LIST "A”

Which of the three words or expressions best defines the
word in capital letters in the column at the left?

1. A FINANCIAL expert

loan, monetary, stock

2. A democratic PRINCIPLE

ideal, device, fundamental

3. To MITIGATE his punishment

increase, inflict, soften

4. an IRRESPONSIBLE youth

unwise, foolish, undependable

5. an INVENTORY of stock

6. UNABLE to attend

bill, collection, itemized
list
incapable, uhvirilling, delayed

7. a FINANCING operation

loan, managing money, stock

8. a GUARANTY of safety

warranty, contract, order

9. a safe INVESTMENT

purchase, money laid out,
exchange
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VroRD LIST "B"

Find in Column II an'appropriate definition for each 'word in
Col’umn I.

Number the definition to agree with the word defined.

1. piety

ingredient y part of a compnnnfl

2. rhythm

a lisht varietv of a onin-r

3. securities

a short uoem, a conoiso printorl
expression

4, suffrage

a gibe, a v/itty sally.

5. tint

. , abruut change in feeling

6. component
7. pro-rata

deadly, fatal
. .

delay granted in an emergenojr

8. intricate

im'oaired. degenerated

9. indict

devoutness

10. moratorium

caused to lose^flesh, wasted
in appearance

11. epigram

symmetry of movement, regnla-rity
of recurrence

12. caprice

a bow or curtsv

130 deteriorated

fruitful, uroductive

14. emaciated

comulicated. involved

15» lethal

entreating, beseeching

16. obeisance

to charge with an offense

17. prolific

.

the right of voting, the franchise

18. quip

desecration, -orofanation

19. sacrilege

nro-Dortionatelv

20. suppliant

assurances, sureties.

-
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TEST II

WORD LIST ”B"

Fill each blank with an appropriate word or some related form
of it, selected from the list below.
perpetuate

voucher

applicant

inalienable

reticence

fidelity

aridity

lyric

signature

buoyant

apathy

nauseous

sundry

aromatic

connived

paroxysm

speculate

circulate

effrontery

stimulus

1. The heat v/ould not _

.throughout the room due to the faulty

location of the register.

2. The _of the siol was due to the scarcity of rainfall.
3. His appearance was so ludicrous that all who witnessed the incident
went into _of laughter.

4. Roots grow downward due to the _of moisture and gravity.
5* * The _^for the position stated that he would furnish
suitable references.

6, Life preservers are constructed of materials which make them very
7. Your_^on the back of a check is called its endorsements.
8. The Rushmore Memorial will _the memories of our greatest
national heroes.

9.,10. The _authorized him to obtain funds from the cashier
to meet _expenses to be incurred while hfe was on the
business trip.

11. The __of a dog to his master endears him to all who
respect loyalty.
*

12, 13. His defiance of the officer was downright_and was
_to those who had a sense of decency.

14. Did Byron write that_?
15j 16, 17. It is hard to__what may happen when those two
people meet.
Their_and_to what is of
interest to most people makes them extremely unsocial.
18. Freedom to speak, read, write and v/orship as we please are_
rights of American citizens.
19. The prisoners_

to make their escape late that night.

20. Spirits of ammonia is an _substance.
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WORD LIST "B”

Find in Column II an appropriate definition for each word in
Column I,

Number the definition to agree v/ith the word defined.

1. preserved

_indeflnite, vague

2. satisfactorily

_gracious, bland

3. virtual'

_festive, gay

4. clarity

_briefly, succinctly

5.

immaterial

_a devoted adherent

6.

indeterminate

^esteemed, estimable

7. partisan

_forsaken, deserted

8. reputable

^sufficiently, gratifying

9. irreparable

_^tending to spread, disperse

10. abandonned

^spiritual, unimportant

11. complementary

_brilliancy, clearness

12. convivial

_diseased, gloomy

13. diffusive

_serving to complete

14. harassed

^clamorous, noisy

15* morbid

_protected, keep intact

16, obstreperous

_irretrievable, irremediable

17, pungent

_biting, caustic, acrid

18, seared

_annoyed, molested, irritated

19• suave

_potential,

20, summarily

in essence of effect

burned or scorched

-
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TEST IV

V/ORD LIST "B"

Recast each sentence in this exercise, using a word
taken from the following list.
reciprocate

submerge

stimulate

differentiate

swell

invert

transmit

inherent

amplify

enigma

1. You should not accept favors from your friends unless
you are willing to return them.

2. He cannot distinguish the difference between those colors.

3. The submarine dove beneath the surface of the v/ater.

4. I will not be able to understand your ideas unless you
make your statements in greater detail.

5* Many messages are sent out by radio.

6. His encouragement led us to work all the harder to succeed.

7. He put the tumbler upside dov/n on the table.

8. He v/as all puffed up with pride.

9. Your education is something v/hich cannot be taken away from you.

10, V/hat he said was a ridd]© as far as I was concerned.

-
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TEST V

WORD LIST "B"

Find in Column I an appropriate definition for each
v/ord in Column II,

Number the v/ord to agree v/ith the definition.

1. to climb, to ascent

rotation

2. meeting a surface at only one point

schedule

3* the eighth tone in a scale

scale

4. a formal list, an inventory

tone

5. act of converting or changing

theme

6. turning on an axis

conversion

7. changeableness, irresolution

suspension

8, means of support, livelihood

octave

9. a vista, a mental view

composition

10. stoppage of payment, failure

perspective

11. a literary, musical or artistic pro¬
duction

contour

12. repulse, refute

tansent

13. a subject of discourse, a text

subsistence

14, eager desire, avarice

imperialism

15* to betake oneself

prospective

16, to remove, exchange position

affiliation

17* the hearing and determining of a
cause in controversy

arbitration

18. sound, accent, inflection

cupidity

19. an alliance or close association

inebriation

20, acting with foresight, expected

pretext

21, a going round, a circuit

rebutt

22. the policy of seeking to extend the
control of a nation

resorts (v)

23. pretense, disguise

tour

24, intoxication

transpose

25* the outline of a coast, mountain

vaccilate
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ADVANCED TEST : MANUAL OF DIRECTIONS
VALUE AND FUNCTION OF THE
IOWA SILENT READING TESTS
The aims and purposes' of teaching reading in our schools
have definitely shifted in recent years. A few years ago it
was enough for the child glibly to name words appearing on
the printed page. Now it is considered much more impor¬
tant for him to be able to comprehend rapidly and indicate
by specific reactions his comprehension of the material.
The oral type of reading has been overshadowed in impor¬
tance by the more practical work-study type of reading
ability. This is the application of a sound philosophy of
education. Life situations demand an ability to grasp
quickly and accurately the meaning of a printed symbol.
Only infrequently does it call upon us to read orally.
The solution of most classroom problems and of many
life situations requires the skillful use of books. Thus,
reading has become something more than merely the rapid
perception of printed symbols and the memory and organi¬
zation of materials read. It now involves the abilities to
use libraries and books as efficient sources of information
and as real sources of pleasure.
As a means of gaining information and pleasure, reading
is essential in every content subject, such as history,
geography, science, and literature. In fact, there is rea¬
son to believe that progress in these subjects depends
in a large degree upon the ability of pupils to read rapidly
and intelligently. Good teaching must, therefore, provide
the methods and materials for the improvement and refine¬
ment of the reading habits and skills that are required in
most school situations and in all life activities involving
reading. By the same logic it follows that if this improveI ment is to be made effective, there must be reliable and
accurate devices for the measurement of the desired
abilities and the identification of important weaknesses.
It must further be recognized that many reading dis¬

abilities arise in spite of adequate initial teaching, and
that prompt identification and proper remedial techniques
may do much to eliminate these difficulties. The results
of analytical and corrective work in the field of reading
comprehension have been most encouraging, not only in
the elementary school grades, but in the high school and
college levels as well.
The Iowa Silent Reading Tests: Advanced Test repre¬
sents an effort to go beyond the ordinary general sur¬
vey of a single phase of silent reading ability. The tests
are designed to cover a wide range of the skills indis¬
pensable to effective reading of the work-study type.
The test measures three major aspects of silent reading
ability; namely, (1) Rate of Reading at a Controlled Level
of Comprehension, (2) Comprehension of Words, Poetry,
Sentences, Paragraphs, and Longer Articles, and (3) Ability
to Use Skills Required in Locating Information. Each
of these fields is covered in a number of different ways by
means of ten different types of tests, requiring a total
testing time of 45 minutes.
THE USES OF THE IOWA SILENT READING
TESTS
One of the most important functions of this silent read¬
ing test lies in the fact that its use in a class provides the
teacher with a rather exact estimate of the level of develop¬
ment of the several elements of silent reading ability in the
class, as well as with specific information concerning the
limitations of the individuals comprising the class. By
comparing the results obtained from a class with the norms,
a clear idea of the general ability of the class in silent read¬
ing of the work-study type can be obtained. By analyzing
the scores made by individual pupils on the various parts
of the test, certain of the specific weaknesses or strengths
of individual members may be discovered. On the basis
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of such an analysis a constructive remedial program may
be developed.
In addition to this analytical use of the tests, they have
been found to be very valuable also for sectioning pupils
into groups for instructional purposes. The tests, measur¬
ing as they do such a wide range of abilities in a highly
complex field, naturally correlate rather well with such
measures of general mental ability as the Pintner General
Ability Test, the Terman Group Test of Mental Ability,
the Otis Group Intelligence Scale, or the KuhlmannAnderson Tests of Mental Ability.
CONSTRUCTION OF THE TEST
The Advanced Test of the Iowa Silent Reading Tests is
designed to measure economically, accurately, and reliably
the proficiency of pupils in high school and junior college
inclusive in doing silent reading of the work-study type.
Economy implies that it must be relatively inexpensive in
proportion to the information it furnishes, and that its time
consumption must be in keeping with the reliability of the
results. Accuracy and reliability imply that it must con¬
sistently reveal the actual study and silent reading abili¬
ties of the groups of pupils for which it is designed. In
the main these aims have been realized.
Every item in this test has been carefully tried out under
experimental conditions. Items on which all the pupils
passed or failed have been eliminated. Only items which
from the experimental evidence appeared to have dis¬
criminative power were retained and incorporated in the
test. As the test now stands, it is believed that every
item contributes toward the correct evaluation of the
pupil’s silent reading ability of the work-study type. The
length of each of the parts of the test with the accompany¬
ing reliability makes it possible to use the results effectively
in the study of the reading difficulties of individual pupils.
DESCRIPTION OF THE PARTS OF THE TEST
TEST 1.

RATE AND COMPREHENSION

The accurate and meaningful measurement of rate of
reading involves the control of the comprehension level at
which the reading takes place. In this test the pupil is
asked to read two somewhat diverse types of prose at a rate
which, for him, is best for clear comprehension. The first
deals with science content and the second with social
science material. Comprehension exercises designed to
reveal the completeness of the pupil’s understanding of
the content are based on each article. Thus the test is a
measure of rate of reading under specific comprehension
conditions.
TEST 2.

DIRECTED READING

Silent reading comprehension is a composite of many
skills and must therefore be tested by many types of

material in a great many different ways.

Research shows

that there is no general silent reading ability. One who
reads one kind of material well may read another type of
content poorly. This part of the test is designed to
measure the student’s ability to comprehend general and
specific situations expressed in the content without unduly
stressing memory. While this test is designed to measure
the ability to comprehend and answer questions of a rather
detailed type, it makes a special effort to avoid exercises
which depend upon pure identification or matching of
words.
TEST 3. POETRY COMPREHENSION
One important phase of silent reading is the reading and
understanding of poetry. This test, by a series of ques¬
tions based upon a poem, measures the student’s under¬
standing of the poem as shown by his ability to find
passages which answer questions.
TEST 4.

WORD MEANING

Much of the difficulty which certain pupils have in
studying their textbooks is due to lack of knowledge of the
more or less technical words in the subject, rather than to
lack of any general “silent reading ability.” To a certain
extent children must be trained specifically for assimilative
reading in each subject, and this training must consist
primarily of a development of a vocabulary in that subject.
Terminology in any subject is more than a mere list of
words : it is a catalogue of the important concepts in that
subject. A pupil’s failure to grasp any portion of the
subject matter will be indicated by vagueness regarding
the meaning of the terms involved in that portion of the
subject. Tests which will measure special or technical
vocabulary of a school subject are tools of fundamental
importance which a teacher may use in order to aid in
determining the ability of pupils to study the subject
efficiently. This test has been designed, therefore, to
measure a pupil’s understanding of significant words in
four high school subjects; social science, science, mathe¬
matics, and English.
TEST 6.

SENTENCE MEANING

The sentences comprising this test are stated in such a
way that in each case the meaning of the sentence as a
whole must be comprehended. So far as possible, the con¬
tent difficulty of the sentence has been kept on a level with
the comprehensional difficulties involved. In general, the
sentences are arranged in ascending order of difficulty of
response. All key or basic words in the exercises were
checked against the word lists of Horn ^ and Thorndike,^
and the social frequency of each word was determined in
connection with the formulation of these exercises.
' Horn, Ernest, Basic Writing Vocabulary. Bureau of Publications,
University of Iowa, Iowa City, Iowa.
* Thorndike, E. L., Teacher’s Word Book. Bureau of Publications,
Teachers College, Columbia University, New York.

Advanced Test
TEST 6.
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Manual of Directions
d. Ability to use library card files
e. Ability to use reference material
/. Ability to use keys, tables, graphs, etc.

PARAGRAPH COMPREHENSION

Two specific aspects of paragraph comprehension are
included in this test.

It undertakes to measure not only

g. Ability to skim
3. Ability to comprehend quickly what is read

(1) the ability to select the central topic of the paragraph,

a. Rhythmic and rapid eye movements

but also (2) the ability to identify details essential to the
meaning of the paragraph. For each of the ten paragraphs

b. Absence of lip reading
c. Knowledge of meaning

of this test, question A pertains to the first aspect and
questions B and C to the second. The method of scoring

4. Ability to select and evaluate material needed
5. Ability to organize what is read
a. To summarize
b. To assign topics to proper order or place
c. To discover related material

the results on this test should add to its analytical possi¬
bilities.
TEST 7.

LOCATING INFORMATION

One of the major outcomes of instruction in silent read¬
ing of the work-study type is the ability to locate informa¬
tion quickly and accurately in the light of the problem at
hand. In this test two major elements involved in locating
information are included. Part A refers the pupil directly
to a simple index as a source of answers to specific ques¬
tions. Part B measures the ability to select words under
which information about a given question might be found.
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6.

d. To outhne
Remembrance of material read

7. Knowledge of sources

8.

Attitude of attacking reading with vigor

9. Attitude of proper care of books

A comparison of this list of abilities and attitudes, upon
which successful silent reading undoubtedly depends, with
the list of unit skills specifically measured by the parts of
the test will reveal the extent to which they represent
really valid measuring instruments.
The Unit Skills Measured

VALIDITY
Validity may be defined as an expression of the degree to
which a test measures the qualities, abilities, and skills
which it is designed and supposed to measure. Validity
may be expressed statistically in terms of the correlation
of the test with certain outside criteria. In general,
validity may best be expressed in terms of the extent to
which the test sets up situations calling into play the skills
or abilities which experienced observers consider funda¬
mental to success in the given field. Such judgments are
represented by the opinions of experienced teachers, the
recommendations of committees and other qualified
authorities, etc.
In validating these silent reading tests the major depend¬
ence has been placed upon the latter method. Logically,
a valid silent reading test must duplicate a large number of
the types of situations in life in which reading is used. An
analysis of precisely what these situations are naturally
forms a basis for the development of an effective course
of study, and by the same logic provides the most de¬
fensible basis for the validation of silent reading tests.
The following is a quotation of the most significant skills,
knowledges, attitudes, and abilities involved in typical

The unit skills which contribute to the student’s ability
to read and to work with books and which are measured
by the Iowa Silent Reading Tests; Advanced Test are as
follows:
Test 1. Rate and Comprehension
Science material
Social studies material
Test 2.

Directed Reading

Test 3.

Poetry Comprehension

Test 4. Word Meaning
Social studies
Science
Mathematics
English
Test 5.

Sentence Meaning

Test 6. Paragraph Comprehension
Selection of central idea of paragraph
Identification of details essential to the meaning of the
paragraph
Test 7. Locating Information
Use of index
Selection of key words
Various Approaches to Measurement
OF Comprehension

silent reading situations.^

The valid measurement of silent reading comprehension
1. Skill in recognizing new words

2. Ability to locate material quickly
o. Knowledge of and ability to use an index
b. Ability to use a table of contents
c. Ability to use the dictionary
‘Adapted from an outline of reading skills prepared by Horn and
McBroom in A Sutvcy of the Course of Study in Reoding, Extension Bulletin
No. 93, University of Iowa; 1924.

implies the need for sampling many different types of
content and the use of a number of different techniques of
measurement. In this Advanced Test of the Iowa
Silent Reading Tests, comprehension as related to rate
is measured by a specific series of exercises (Tests 1 B
I and ID).

At a later time some of the same content
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material is utilized for a more specialized measure of com¬

to another, thus facilitating the use of the profile chart

prehension in which the individual is directed in the
identification of details within a long article (Test 2)

without resorting to age or grade equivalents which are

Comprehension of poetry, words, sentences, paragraphs,
and larger units is measured in tests designed specifically
for these purposes (Tests 3, 4, 5, and 6). The ability

misleading when used with subtests as short as these.
It also makes it possible to use the median of the subtest
standard scores as the average for the whole test. This
method has the double advantage of ease of computation
and freedom from excessive influence of very high or very

to comprehend questions in specific situations is measured
in connection with the test on the use of the index (Test 7).

low subtest scores.

It is believed that the composite results of these different
approaches to the comprehension problem result in a

established by equating each subtest in turn to the
median standard score scale of the Pintner General Ability

measure of comprehension which is both valid and reliable.

Tests. The equating was done independently in several
communities in order to allow for community bias, and
the final scale is based upon the collective data.

RELIABILITY
The reliability of a test expresses the consistency with
which it measures whatever qualities it does measure. In
general, a test must sample carefully and extensively
the field ivhich it measures in order to secure reliable re¬
sults. Only when this is done can it secure from the pupil
tested a response representative of his true ability. This
means tests of many exercises and long testing periods.
It means that chance factors, such as temporary physical
disturbances, fatigue, etc., will be more largely eliminated
from the results.
High reliability, while desirable, is not the most signifi¬
cant feature of a useful classroom test. In fact, recent
e\fidence shows that it is possible to add test items to a
test which will distinctly step up its reliability but will
actually reduce its discriminative power. This fact, how¬
ever, does not relieve the test author of the responsibility
for presenting objective evidence of the reliability of a test.
The reliability of a test is ordinarily measured in either
of two ways; first, by correlating the scores on one form
of a test with scores on a successive administration of an
alternate form of the test; or secondly, by correlating the
scores on the odd-numbered items of a test with scores on
the even-numbered items of the test and correcting the
resulting coefficient by application of the SpearmanBrown formula to yield an estimate of the reliability of
the whole test rather than of half of the test. Since at
the time of writing this Manual only one form of the Iowa
Silent Reading Tests: Advanced Test was available, it
was impossible to determine the reliability of the test by
the first of these two methods, although this is regarded
by some as the preferable procedure. The second method
has been used, and the reliability data thus obtained are
showm in Table 1. The coefficients reported in this table
are based on a lOth-grade population of 160 cases from
one community.^
STANDARD SCORES
The purpose of subtest standard scores is to provide
a method of direct comparison of scores from one subtest
1 These data were obtained in New Rochelle, New York, through the
courtesy of Dr. C. C. Dunsmoor, Director of Guidance, Records, and
Appraisals.

TABLE 1.

The present standard score scale was

Reliability Data Based upon Form Am
Test

rn *

Standard
Deviation

PEmI

13.8
15.4

5
4
3

Test 1. Rate-Comprehension
Rate t.
Comprehension.

.82

Test 2. Directed Reading.

.91

14.6

Test 3. Poetry Comprehension . . .
Test 4. Word Meaning.

.80

14.9

4

.90

15.3
14.7

.
.

.85
.72
.54
.73

3
4

14.5
15.3

7
5

Test 7. Location of Information
. .
Part A : Use of Index
. .
Part B : Selection of Key Words

.82
.91

14.9
14.7

4
3

Total raw score

.96

12.5

3

Test 5. Sentence Meaning.
Test 6. Paragraph Comprehension .
Part A: Central Idea
. .
Part B; Development . .

....

1
1
1
;
i
1
1

1

* Corrected by the Spearman-Brown formula.
t Probable Errors of Measurement are given in terms of the standard kore scale,
t Selection A against selection B.

Reliability coefficients of whatever kind have one seri¬
ous disadvantage. They fluctuate in accordance with the
range of talent on which they are based. Even when
based upon a single grade range, coefficients obtained
from two different communities may differ because admin¬
istrative practices may have resulted in one grade group’s
being much more homogeneous than another. The
probable error of measurement is a very valuable adjunct
to the reliability coefficient, therefore, because it is not
influenced by the range of talent upon which it is based.
The probable errors of measurement for each subtest and for
each part of a subtest for which a standard score is derived
are given in Table 1. The formula used in computing
these probable errors is .6745 o-xest Vl — m. The stand¬
ard deviation used was the standard deviation of the
standard scores for the particular groups on which the
reliability coefficients were based; so the resulting probable
errors are in terms of the standard score scale. Eurther
discussion of the use of these probable errors will be found
in the section under interpretation.

Advanced Test : Manual of Directions
DIRECTIONS FOR ADMINISTERING THE

After the booklets have been distributed to the pupils,

TEST
General Suggestions to the

Examiner

It is a matter of prime importance that the conditions
under which the test is given be made as ideal as possible.
This is ordinarily not very difficult to accomplish if reason¬
able care is taken.
The Iowa Silent Reading Tests can be given satis¬
factorily by any intelligent teacher or principal who is
willing to adhere conscientiously to the directions for
administering the test and who is reasonably skillful in
discipline. A few general directions will be useful.
1. Before beginning the test have the desks cleared
and see that each pupil is provided with one or more soft
lead pencils and an eraser. Have a number of extra pen¬
cils available in case of emergencies.
2. Require strict attention to the directions and see
that the pupils follow your commands at once. If the
group tested is large, or if the pupils are inexperienced in
taking tests, a second person may act as an assistant. He
should move quietly and see that changes from one part of
the test to another are properly made so that all pupils
may get started correctly and together on each new test.
3. The examiner should pass down the aisles and place
a test booklet on the desk of each pupil, with the cover
page (page 1) facing the pupil.
4. All directions to the pupils should be given carefully
in a tone which carries proper emphasis and suggests au¬
thority. The voice should be just loud enough to be heard
in all parts of the room used for testing. The examiner
should demonstrate very clearly the turning of each page.
5. Follow the directions for each test strictly and
adhere rigidly to the time limits. A stop watch, while
not indispensable, is highly desirable, since some of the
time limits are as short as one minute. Certainly if a
stop watch is not available, a watch with a second hand
should be used and the time of beginning each test be
recorded. DO NOT depend upon the kind of clock the
minute hand of which jumps a whole minute at a time.
6. See that all pupils start and stop instantly upon the
signal. The tests as well as test parts are timed separately
and pupils should not be allowed to return to an unfinished
test, nor should they be permitted to work ahead. Pupils
should be instructed that if they finish a test before time
is called, they may go over the work of that test and look
for mistakes.
7. Before a new test is begun, make sure that each
pupil has found the correct page.
8. Ample time should be allowed for the administering
of the test, so that pupils will not feel rushed or that they
are being held overtime. Since the sum of the time limits
of the separate tests is 45 minutes, about an hour should
be allowed for the entire test.

Preliminary Instructions to the Pupils ^

say to them: “ Write your name, age, grade, and other
facts called for on the front page. Write your name here
(Point to place.); write plainly. (Pause.) Now write
your age here.” (Point to place.)
The examiner should continue for the other information
blanks in the same manner, pausing to allow the pupils
time to fill the blanks.
After the blanks have been filled in, say : “ Listen care¬
fully and be sure to do exactly what I tell you. Do not
begin to work untU I say ‘ Go.’ When I say ‘ Stop,’ you
must stop at once. You will find at the bottom of some
pages the words, ‘ Do not turn this page until you are told
to do so,’ or, ‘ Go right on to the next page.’ Be sure to
follow these directions. If you break your pencil, hold up
your hand and you will be given another.

Are there any

questions? ”
Proceed immediately to the specific directions for Test 1.
Specific Directions for the Examiner

TEST 1.

RATE-COMPREHENSION
PARTS A AND B

Say to the class : “ Turn the page and fold it back so that
Test 1: Part A is on top. This is on page 2, as marked by
the heavy black number found in the upper left-hand
margin of the page. Be sure that you have page 2.
(Observe carefully to see that everyone has found the
right page.) Read the directions silently while I read
them aloud to you.” (Read the directions from the test
booklet.) Then say : “ Ready ; go ! ”
At the end of 1 minute say: “ Stop ! Put a circle
around the word you read last, and then continue reading
until time is called. You will have two more minutes in
which to read as much of this story as you can. Re¬
member you are to answer questions about it later.”
At the end of 3 minutes say; “ Stop! ”
“ At the bottom of this page you see some words and
numbers which are upside down. Turn your booklet
around so that these words and numbers are at the top
and are right side up, like this. (Demonstrate.) Read
silently while I read the directions to you.” (Read the
directions from the test booklet, and explain the sample
item.) Then say: “Ready; go!”
At the end of 2 minutes say : “ Stop! ”
PARTS C AND D

“ Take hold of the middle of the test booklet where the
heavy numbered arrow is and turn it over from the bottom
to the top (demonstrate) so that Test 1: Part C is on top.
This is on page 3, as shown by the large black number in
1 Special directions, supplied with the answer sheets, must be used if
machine-scoring answer sheets are used.
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the upper right-hand comer of the page. (See that all
have found the correct page.) Listen carefully while I
read the directions to you.”
the test booklet.)

(Read the directions from

until time is called. You will have two more minutes in
which to read as much of this story as you can. Re¬
member you are to answer questions about it later.”
At the end of 3 minutes say : “ Stop ! ”
“ Turn the page and fold it back so that Test 1: Part D
is on top. This is on page 4, as shown by the large number
in the upper right-hand comer of the page. Be sure that
you have page 4. Read the directions silently while I
read them to you.” (Read the directions from the test
booklet, but not the sample items.) Then say : “ Ready ;
go ! ”
At the end of 3 minutes say : “ Stop ! ”
TEST 2.

DIRECTED READING

“ Turn over the page and fold it back so that Test 2:
Directed Reading, is on top. This is on page 5, as shown
by the large number in the upper right-hand margin.
Read the directions to yourself as I read them to you.”
(Read the directions from the test booklet.) Then say;
“Ready; go!”
At the end of 3 minutes say; “ Stop! ”
POETRY COMPREHENSION

“ Turn over the page and fold it back so that Test 3:
Poetry Comprehension, is on top. This is on page 6 of
the booklet. Read the directions to yourself as I read
them to you.” (Read the directions frpm the test booklet,
but not the sample.) Then say : “ Ready; go! ”
At the end of 5 minutes say : “ Stop.”
TEST 4.

TEST 6.

SENTENCE MEANING

“ Turn over the page. Then turn your booklet around
so that you can see Test 6: Sentence Meaning, at the top.
This is on page 10, as indicated by the heavy black number
in the upper right-hand margin of the page. The directions
for the test are: — ” (Read the directions from the test
booklet, but not the samples.) Then say : “ There are
two pages to this test. As soon as you have finished
page 10, go right on to page 11. Ready; go!” (During
the test see that the pupils continue to page 11.)
At the end of 4 minutes say : “ Stop! ”
TEST 6.

PARAGRAPH COMPREHENSION

“ Turn over the page and fold it back so that Test 6:
Paragraph Comprehension, is on top. This is on page 12.
Watch the directions while I read them aloud to you.”
(Read the directions from the test booklet.) Then say:
“ This test is on three pages. As soon as you have finished
answering the questions on page 12, go right on to page 13
and then to page 14. Stop when you have completed page
14. Ready; go! ” (During the test see that pupils con¬
tinue to pages 13 and 14.)
At the end of 9 minutes say: “ Stop! ”
TEST 7.

LOCATION OF INFORMATION
PART A

“ Turn over the page and fold it back so that Test 7,
Part A: Use of the Index, is on top. This is found on page
15. Read the directions silently while I read them aloud
to you.” (Read the directions from the test booklet.)
Then say : “ Ready; go! ”
At the end of 3 minutes say : “ Stop! ”

WORD MEANING

“ Turn over the page and fold it back so that Test 4:
Word Meaning, is on top. This is on page 7. Read the
directions silently while I read them aloud.” (Read the
directions from the test booklet, but not the sample.)
Then say: “ This test is divided into four parts and it
covers three pages. As soon as you have finished Part A
on page 7, go right on to Parts B and C on page 8, and
then to Part D on page 9. Stop at the end of page 9.
“ Each part has a time limit; so I will tell you when to
begin each part. If you have already started that part,
pay no attention but keep on working. If you have not
started the next part, begin working on it as soon as I tell
you to. Ready; go!”
At the end of 2 minutes say:
page 8.”
At the end of

At the end of 2 minutes say ; “ Stop! ”

Then say : “ Ready; go ! ”

At the end of 1 minute say: “ Stop ! Put a circle
around the word you read last, and then continue reading

TEST 3.

At the end of 1^ minutes say; “ Begin Part D on
page 9.”

“ Begin Part B on

minutes say : “ Begin Part C.”

PART B

“ Turn over the page and fold it back so that Test 7,
Part B: Selection of Key Words, is on top. This is on
page 16. Read the directions to yourself as I read them
aloud to you.” (Read the directions from the test book¬
let, but not the sample.) Then say: “ Ready; go! ”
At the end of 3 minutes say: “ Stop! Turn over two
pages to the front of the test booklet. While you are
waiting for the tests to be collected, fill in any blanks on
the front which you may have omitted.” Collect the
test booklets at once.
DIRECTIONS FOR SCORING THE TEST
The scoring of the test is entirely objective. All the
tests except the rate tests are scored by means of a perfo¬
rated stencil scoring key.
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of the test page shows through the large opening in

General Directions

1. Questions are scored either right or wrong.
partial credits are given.

7

the center of the key column, and the two arrows on

No

the test booklet and the key are point to point, thus:
Adjust the key with a slight rotary

Where two or more answers have

been indicated for one item, mark through that row of

motion so that the answer spaces on the test papers

answer spaces with a colored pencil before any scoring is
done. Treat double-marked items as if they were omitted.
Space is provided on each page for recording the number
of questions answered correctly.
2. The rate score for Test 1 is the number of sentences
read per minute. To simplify the scoring, use Table 2
on page 8, which gives the first words of each sentence
and the number of the sentence. Using Table 2, the
number of sentences read in one minute will be the number
of the sentence in which a word has been encircled.
It is also possible to obtain a rate score in terms of
number of words read per minute by using Table 2, which
gives for each sentence the number of words in the selection
up to the beginning of that sentence. The number of
words read in one minute will be the total number of words
up to the sentence in which the word is encircled (Column
2), plus the words read in that sentence up to and in¬
cluding the encircled word.
For all ordinary purposes, finding the number of words
read per minute is unnecessary and probably an unjusti¬
fied refinement. Occasionally some special need makes it
desirable to determine rate of reading in these terms;
hence the above provision.
The number which is to be recorded on the front of the
booklet under “Raw Score” is the sum of the sentences
read in one minute in Parts A and C.
3. The score on all other tests except Test 5 is the
number of correct responses. The score for Test 5 is the
difference between the number of right responses and
the number of wrong ones. For a method of obtaining
the “ right minus wrong ” score, see section 2 c under “ Spe¬
cific Directions.”
4. Pupils are permitted to make corrections, provided
their intent is clear.
5. If a pupil does not use the correct method of indicat¬
ing his answer but otherwise gives a correct response, he
should be given credit.
Specific Directions

1. The directions for using the answer keys are as follows:
a. Separate the two pages of the key by cutting along
the fold.
b. Scan each page of the test before any scoring is done
and mark through with a colored pencil any row of
spaces in which more than one answer is indicated.
Count double-marked items as omitted.
c. Place the key for each test on the answer spaces for
that test so that the heavy black arrow in the center

show through the openings in the key.
d. Count the number of correct responses — i.e., the
responses which appear through the openings.
e. The scores for all tests are the number right, with
the exception of Test 5. (See 2c under “Specific
/.

Directions” before scoring Test 5.)
The squares around some of the holes in the key for
Test 6 are to indicate which are “A” questions.

Notice that “A” questions are counted separately
and that “B” and “C” items are counted together.
g. Record all scores in the space provided at the lower
right-hand corner of each page.
2. While the exact procedure of scoring is in part a
matter of personal preference, the following steps are
recommended:
a. Score Test 1: Rate, Parts A and C, first. Record
both scores at the bottom of page 3. Do not score
Test 1: Comprehension, Part B. From this point
on score only the right-hand pages of the test booklet.
When you have finished Test 4, Part D, shut the
booklet and turn it around so “Test 5: Sentence
Meaning” is at the top of the page. Continue
scoring right-hand pages. The last test to be scored
will be Test 1, Part B.
b. Enter the raw scores in the space provided at the
bottom of each page.
c. The scoring of Test 5: Sentence Meaning, will be
simplified if page 10 is folded so that the answer
spaces on pages 10 and 11 are visible at one time.
To find the “right minus wrong” score, first scan
the answers on Test 5 and count any omitted items.
Record this number at the bottom of the page.
Then, by using the answer key, count the number of
right responses and record at the bottom of page 11.
To find the number of wrong items, add the number
omitted to the number right and then subtract that
sum from 50. If there are no omitted items, the
number wrong will be the difference between the
number right and 50. The score for Test 5 is ob¬
tained by subtracting the number wrong from the
number right. Count any negative score as zero.
The “right minus wrong” score may be found
directly from number right and number omitted by
substituting in the following formula, where 5 =
score, R = number right, and 0 = number omitted :
5 = 2i? + O - 50
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TABLE 2*

FORM Bm

FORM Am
COLUMN

COLUMN 1
First Words of Sentence

PART A —GLASS

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.

’

COLUMN 1
First Words of Sentence

COLUMN 2
Total Words Pre¬
ceding Sentence

PART A—RUBBER

0

Glass is
Silica, which
It has
The purity
Sand may
Consequently the
The proportion
In lead
The amount
Lead tends
Sometimes hme
Nearly all
Prior to
This process
Bohemian and
The expense
In the manufacture
The most
These impurities
Most of these
Oxide of iron
Iron is
For the best
A proportion
Total

18
31
46
70
81
95
105
129
148
154
162
182

200
215
233
249
268
291
314
327
339
355
368
389

PART C —ATTEMPTS TO
INCREASE CITIZEN CONTROL
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.

2

Total Words Pre¬
ceding Sentence

The government
Our government
The people
The men
Public officers
The President, Senators
The power
Governmental power
In fact.
The President has
Neither have
By people
Not that
The majority
This fact
Government is
Authority is
The problem
Early in
These abuses
Under civil
This method
One of
This plan
If the signatures
If approved
The referendum as
Before most
In a similar
The referendum therefore
As applied
The recall
Under this
This will
Total

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.

Rubber is
Latex comes
For the most
The milky
If this
The doughy
When allowed
In whatever
Until it
When a
It is then
Finally it
Vacuum driers
Next it is
In this
Each rubber
For some
Some will
Each ingredient
Then the
The rubber
After the
That is
The hardness
Total

0
17
33
43
67

86
102
123
154
168
189
207
219
231
254
273
289
306
324
331
356
365
374
385
405

PART C —THE INFLUENCE
OF THE PRESS

0
20
34
40
54
61
95
117
125
141
162
194
203
217
228
246
252
274
297
325
342
379
392
409
425
459
471
485
499
516
525
567
589
615
634

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.

The policy
The government
If the
The people are
One of
The freedom
It must be
At such
The press
Undoubtedly the
The large
Local reporters
In addition
The public
Too often
Newspapers with
The editorial
To express
News columns
Editorial columns
The editorial
The business
The largest
The people who
It is not.
It is, of
Total

* See General Directions for Scoring, section 2, page 7.

0
17
44
78
103

121
142
176
196
227
238
260
293
334
351
385
405
423
439
452
489
527
540
564
580
597
635
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d. To simplify the scoring of Test 6 : Paragraph Com¬
prehension, fold back pages 12 and 13 so that the
answer spaces on pages 12, 13, and 14 are visible at

measured by the test in relation to the average score.

The

Iowa test is designed to answer these two types of questions.
The group unit, whose score is to be evaluated, may

First score all the “A” questions and

be a class, a grade within a school, or an entire grade

record this score, then score the “B” and “C”

within a community.^
Percentile norms are provided to make possible the

one time.

questions and record this score.
3. After all the papers in the class have been scored,
transfer the raw scores to the table on the front page of the
test. If this page is to be permanently filed, as is recom¬
mended, the recording of the scores is simplified by detach¬
ing the title page from the rest of the booklet. Record
the scores in the same order in which the tests were scored
— i.e., recording all the scores on the right-hand pages first
and then turning the booklet over and working back
through it.
4. When all the raw scores have been transferred to the
title page and part scores combined as indicated in the
table, assign a standard score to each entry in the raw
score column by means of Table 4 (Form Am) or Table 5
(FormBM) on page 11 or 12.
5. Record the standard scores of the parts of Tests 1,
6, and 7 in the second column, headed “Part Standard
Score,” and the standard scores of the remaining sub tests
in the third column, headed “Subtest Standard Score.”
Average the standard scores of the parts of Tests 1, 6,
and 7, and record each average in the third column.
6. Plot the standard scores on the Profile Chart by
making a small cross on the proper staff, using the scale
at the side to locate the score. On the staff for Test 1
plot both the part standard scores and the average stand¬
ard scores; do the same for Tests 6 and 7. Draw the
profile by connecting the standard score (or average stand¬
ard score) for each test.
7. The median of the seven subtest standard scores is
used as a measure of average silent reading ability. This
median is the fourth subtest standard score when the
scores are arranged in rank order. Where part standard
scores are assigned, the average standard score for Tests 1, 6,
and 7 is used in computing the median.
To find the median standard score, slide a ruler across
the Profile Chart from bottom to top, counting the
points plotted for each subtest until the fourth is reached.
This is the median standard score. With a colored pencil
draw a line horizontally through the Profile Chart to show
the position of the median standard score.
Interpretation or Scores

The primary purpose of a general achievement test is to
determine how an individual or a group stands in relation
to the standardization population. A further purpose of
a test with diagnostic features is to determine how the
individual or the group stands in the various sub-skills

comparison of local achievement with the achievement of
the standardization population, both with respect to
average score and variability within the group.

These

norms are given in Table 3. They are based upon approxi¬
mately 10,000 cases. These data represent a random
sample of the entire high school population in Iowa plus
TABLE 3. Percentile Rank Corresponding to Each Median
Standard Score of Iowa Silent Reading Tests: Advanced
Test; Forms Am and Bm *
Median
StandARD
SCOEE

40
41
42
43
44
45
' 46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66

67
68

69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82

Percentile Rank in Grade

10

9

1
1
2
2
2
3
3
3
4
4
5

1
1
1
2
2
2

11

12

83
84
85
86

1
1
1

2
2
2

87
88

1
1
1
2
2
2

8

3
3
3
4
5
5

9

6

10
11
12

7

3
3
3
4
4
5

8

6

9

6

10
11
12

7

3
3
3
4
4
5
5

8

6

6

7

14
15
17
19

20
22
24
26
29
31
33
36
38
41
43
46
49
51
54
56
59
61
64
66

69

14
15
17
19

20
22
24
26
29
31
34
36
39
41
44
46
49
51
54
57
59
62

Median
StandARD
Score

9

10
12
13
14
16
17
19

21
23
25
27
29
31
33
35
37
40
43
45
48
51
53

7
8

9

10
11
12
13
15
17
18

20
22
24
25
27
29
31
33
36
38
41
43
46

89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99

100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109

110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119

Percentile Rank in Grade

9

10

11

12

71
73
76
78
80
81
83
85

64
67
69
71
74
76
78
80
82
83
85

55
58
60
63
65
67
70
72
75
77
78
80
82
83
85

48
50
53
55
58
60
63
65
67
69
71
73
75
77
79
81
82
84
85
87

86
88

89
90
91
92
93
94
95
95
96
96
97
97
98
98
98
99
99

86
88

89
90
91
92
93
94
95
95
96
97
97
98
98
98
98
99
99
99
99

120
121
122
123
124

86
88

89
90
91
92
93
94
94
95
95
96
97
97
98
98
98
99
99
99
99
99

88

89
90
91
92
93
94
95
95
96
96
97
97
97
98
98
98
98
99
99
99
99

* This table does not apply to subtest standard scores.

^ At the high school level, norms by grade rather than by age are cus¬
tomary because the gradual slowing up of growth in mental ability reduces
to negligible proportions the gain in score from one age to another.
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all the children in the requisite grades in two Eastern
communities. These norms may be generalized to a
much wider population, however, since the cases have
been so selected as to represent a normal population
according to the standards of the Pintner General Ability
Tests; i.e., the median IQ at each grade level is 100, and
the distribution of IQ’s is normal.^
In evaluating the achievement of a group, first distribute
the median standard scores of the group and compute
the median and the quartiles of this distribution (see
Class Record). Then compare these values with the
corresponding values in the table of norms for the proper
grade level. For example, if Community X has a median
(of median standard scores) in the ninth grade of 77 points,
this corresponds to the 5Gth percentile of the standardiza¬
tion group and is about 2.5 points above the median of
the standardization group.
The percentile norms as given apply to the end of the
school year. Norms for any intermediate point may be
obtained by interpolation. For example, percentile
norms for the middle of the tenth grade may be obtained
by taking the midpoint between the ninth and tenth
grade percentile ranks corresponding to each median
standard score.
An even more desirable procedure would be to make
use of a percentile graph such as the Otis Normal Percen¬
tile Chart (published by World Book Company). The
distribution of scores for the local group may be plotted
on this graph, making it possible to compare the two
distributions at all points. Thus, account may be taken
not only of the average ability in the group, but also
its variability with reference to the standardization
population. IVIost local communities will find that their
scores are less variable than the standardization group,
which is, of course, to be expected. The standardization
group, however, provides a stable reference point for
evaluating the variability of any local group, whether it
be a class wthin a grade, all the classes in a school in a
given grade, or all the children in the entire community
at a given grade level.^
WTien making an analysis of achievement of the group
•ndthin subtest areas, the standard scores should be
utilized. First distribute the median standard scores of
the group and find the median of this distribution. This
will provide a reference point from which to evaluate
the deviations within subtest areas. Then distribute
the subtest standard scores and find the median of each
^ The Pintner General Ability Tests have been standardized on more
than 100,000 cases. For complete details, see the Manual for Interpreting
of the Pintner General .Ability Tests (published by World Book Company).
* .Additional suggestions concerning the treatment of test scores and,
more particularly, the uses of the Normal Percentile Chart may be found
in Test Method Hdp No. 4, “Statistical Methods Applied to Test Scores”
(published by World Book Company).

of these distributions. It would be helpful to use a
Profile Chart from an unused test booklet on which to plot
the median scores for each of the subtests and for the
whole test, in order to obtain a graphic picture — i.e.,
a profile of the group as a whole. Deviations should be
evaluated statistically by finding the probable error of
the difference between each subtest standard score and
the median of the median standard scores for the group.
After statistical significance has been established, the
practical significance of such deviations is an administra¬
tive problem.
In evaluating the achievement of an individual in
relation to the group, a percentile rank should be assigned
to his median standard score. The easiest plan is to
assign such percentile ranks on, the basis of the table of
norms. Thus one might find that individual A in the
ninth grade has a score of 73. This corresponds to a
percentile rank of 46, which means that 46 per cent of the
standardization group in the ninth grade had scores of 73
or lower; or, in other words, individual A’s score is ex¬
ceeded by 54 per cent of the pupils who made up the
standardization group. For certain purposes a preferable
plan is to set up local percentile norms.
In evaluating the achievement of an individual within
the subtest areas, it is necessary to use the standard scores,
plotting these scores on the Profile Chart. The standard
scores have been so derived as to make the units nearly
equal at all levels and comparable from one test to another.
(Percentile-rank units are obviously not equal from one
level to another.) The specific procedure in plotting the
Profile Chart is described under the section on scoring
the test. When the profile has been plotted and a line
drawn across the chart to indicate the typical achievement
of the individual, it is possible to evaluate — i.e., deter¬
mine the significance of his deviation in each of the
subtests. In doing this, it is necessary to bear in mind
that any obtained score is likely to be in error by some
amount, due to the unreliability of the test (errors of
measurement). Table 1 on page 4 gives the probable
error of measurement of each subtest standard score.
The probable error of measurement is an estimate of the
range within which obtained scores are likely to fluctuate
from one testing to another. In order to insure that an
obtained difference is statistically significant, it should
exceed the individual’s typical score by at least twice, and
preferably three times, the probable error of measurement.
Its practical significance is an administrative problem.
Use of the Class Record

With each package of tests a combination Class Record
and Report to Author is provided. Specific directions
for using the Class Record will be found on page 4 of
the Record.
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SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION
In addition to the material given in the preceding sec¬
tions of this Manual, there is available certain supplemen¬
tary information which may be of value to the test user
in interpreting the results of the Iowa Silent Reading Tests.
The publisher will be glad to furnish test users on request
with any or all of the following data:
1. A table showing the relation between the unrevised,
or old, and the revised edition of the Iowa Silent
Reading Tests, which table will make possible direct
comparison of results obtained on either edition with
results obtained on the other edition.
2. A table of tentative percentile norms for the subtests
of the Iowa Silent Reading Tests, showing for each
grade level the percentile rank corresponding to any
given subtest score.
3. A table of tentative grade equivalents corresponding
to median standard scores on the Iowa Silent Reading
Tests. In general, the use of grade equivalents is
not very helpful in the case of a test at the high school
level, and the use of percentile norms is definitely
to be preferred in most cases. However, for the
benefit of those who desire these grade equivalents
this table has been prepared.

II

4. A table of tentative percentile norms for college
freshmen for the median standard scores on the
Iowa Silent Reading Tests.
Zero scores. Inasmuch as we can never be certain of the
significance of zero scores, no provision is made for inter¬
preting such scores — that is, for converting zero scores
on any of the subtests to standard scores. The, following
method of handling zero raw scores is recommended :
a. If the zero score occurs in a subtest having only
one part, consider it simply as the lowest score
obtained by the individual, and calculate the median
standard score on this basis.
b. If the zero score occurs in a subtest having two parts,
the standard score on the part of the test on which
a score greater than zero was obtained should be
considered as the standard score for that subtest.
Median standard scores which are based in part on zero
scores on any of the subtests should be identified in some
fashion on the Class Record or on the Profile Chart, if a
profile is drawn, to indicate to the teacher that they do
not have quite the same significance as scores based on
complete information.
If any pupil has scores of zero on more than one subtest,
it is suggested that a more intensive individual study be
made of this pupil.
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TABLE 4.

TEST 1
RATE

Raw
Stand.
Raw
Stand.

Standard Scores Corresponding to Raw Scores — Iowa Silent Reading Tests :
1

2

4

3

5

18 20 22 24 26

41

42

43

44

35 37 40 42 45

Raw
Stand.

55 59 63 67 70

POETRY
COMPR.

Raw
Stand.

49 55 61 65 69

TEST 4

Raw
Stand.

32 34 35 37 38

1

TEST 2
DIR. READ.
TEST 3

WORD
MEANING
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TEST 1.

RATE-COMPREHENSION—PART A

Directions. This is a test to see how well and how rapidly you can read silently. Read this story about “ Glass” vei
carefully so that you can answer questions about it.
At the end of one minute you will hear the word “Stop.” Put your finger on the word you are reading and wa
for further instructions.
Glass
Glassqs made by melting sand with lime, potash, soda,
or oxide of lead at a great heat.

Silica, which is the basis

of sand,; .liters into all varieties of glass.

It has more to

do with determining the quality thap any of the other

sive that it made the glass too costly for general us
Bohemian and a few other varieties of European glass ai
still made from silica obtained in this way.

The expens

The purity of the ingredients and the pro¬

of Bohemian glass in this country restricts it to the hoim
of wealthy people.

portion in which they are mixed also have much to do with
the quality of the glass.

In the manufacture of glass of high grade, the qualit
and purity of sand are of the greatest importance. Tl

ingredients.

Sand may be said to form the basis of the glass.

Con¬

most searching examination and careful tests are made t

sequently the clearness of the glass depends largely upon

determine the nature and extent of any impurities whic

the quality of this ingredient.

The proportion of silica

varies in different kinds of glass.

In lead glass it is from

42 to 60 per cent; plate contains about 79 per cent, and
window glass about 70 per cent.

The amount of silica

;j usually determines the degree of hardness, though other

These impurities are common ir:

oxide of iron (iron rust), alumina in the form of clay, loan ,e
gravel, and decaying animal or vegetable matter.

Moi

of these impurities except iron can be removed by burni

Lead

and washing. Oxide of iron can be removed only by th
use of chemicals. Iron is the most troublesome of

Sometimes lime is used to make

because it discolors the glass and destroys its transparenc]

Nearly all the silica used in the glass factories within

For the best qualities of glass it must be entirely free froi
iron. A proportion greater than one half of one per cet

I substances have some effect upon this quality.
1 tends to make glass soft.
! it hard.
I

;

the sand may contain.

;the last fifty years is in the form of sand.

Prior to that

■the best qualities of glass were produced by crushing and
‘.washing flint and quartz rock.
;

n

renders the sand worthless for even the poorest quality
glass.

)V

ei
0

This process was so expenWait for further directions.

o

Do not answer any of the questions until you are told to do so.
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TEST 1.

XIUT. •

RATE-COMPREHENSION —PART C

piRECTiONS.
Read this story very carefully so that you can answer questions about it.
y (‘Stop,” put your finger on the word you are reading and wait for further instructions.

When you hear the wore

Attempts to Increase Citizen Control

The government of the United States is merely the

ally being corrected through a better system of appoint¬

agency by which the people protect their own rights and

ment, known as Civil Service Reform.

liberties.

people who wish to be considered for a particular position

Our government may be said to be the organized

Under '.his plan

The people govern in this country.

must give evidence of their ability to fill the posiLion satis¬

The men and the means by which they govern, all com¬

factorily by passing an examination designed to test their

bined, are the government.
Public officers are not masters, but servants.

qualifications for the service demanded.

ffill of all the people.

This method ol

The Presi¬

appointment has a tendency to procure more competent

dent, Senators, Congressmen, and judges in the nation,
the governors, senators, and members of the legislatures

public officials.
One of the devices to secure more direct self-govern¬

in the states, are only agents or servants of the people to

ment or citizen control is known as the initiative.

carry out the people’s will.

plan permits any person or group of persons to draft a

The power of government

This

does not rest in Washington, the capital of the nation, nor

proposal for a law.

at the capitals of the different states.

centage of the voters are secured, this proposal is then

The power of

If the signatures of a certain per¬

The

submitted to all the voters for their approval or dis¬

power of government exists right in the homes and hearts

approval, which they express by voting “Yes” or “No.”

of the people.
The President has no power except that conferred upon
him by the Constitution and the laws which the people

If approved by a majority vote, the proposed measure

have adopted.

of something to the people.

government exists all over these United States.

Neither have the Senators, the Congress¬

men, or the judges any power except that given by the

becomes a law.
The referendum, as the word suggests, means a referring
Before most of the state con¬

stitutions were adopted, they were referred to the people,

people, and the people at any time can take away any part

In a similar manner, amendments to state constitutions

of the power given. By people, of course, is meant all the
people. Not that all the people must agree to any law to

are referred to the people for adoption or rejection.

have it enacted.

The majority of the people make the

applied in some states, the referendum provides a plan

laws, as a rule. This fact will be taken up and considered
more completely later, in connection with the initia¬

whereby a measure passed by the legislature must be
submitted at the next election to the vote of the people,

tive and referendum.

provided a certain percentage of the voters petition that

authority.

Government is power to exercise

Authority is in the people, and the authority

referendum, therefore, is not an entirely new idea.

this be done.

The
As

»

The recall provides a way to remove a man from office

of the people is expressed as they want it in laws which they
make.

if the voters decide he has failed to give satisfactory service.

The problem of particular interest here is that of at¬

Under this plan, whenever a certain number of voters are

tempting to prevent abuses of public office, and of still

dissatisfied with the conduct of an elective officer, they can
get up a petition against him. This will compel a new

further increasing citizen control. Early in the history
of our government the system of appointing men to office
because they had rendered some special party service
resulted in a great many abuses.

election; and, if the officer then fails to be elected, he loses
his office.

These abuses are gradu¬
Waif for further directions.
Do not turn this page until you are told to do so.
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test 1.

RATE-COMPREHENsliiK-Mm' i)
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Directions. Without looking again at the article, answer these questions. Study these statements carefully,
Decide whether, in terms of the article, a statement is true, false, or not discussed. If, according to the article, the
statement is true, fill in the answer space under T (for true); if false, fill in the space under F (for false). If a Statement is not discussed in the article (even though true or false in itself), fill in the space under N (for not discussed),
The samples are answered correctly.

j
;
j

i

S.4MPLES.
A. In order for a law to be enacted it must be
approved by all the voters.
B. Every citizen is required to vote in a
national election.
T
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16. Civil Service examinations are open only to voters from the party in control at the
1 ^
time.16 i n

f
n

n
n

17. A proposed measure when referred to the voters becomes a law if approved by a
[ i
majority.i7 ' H

f
H

n
H

18. An officer who is recalled loses his office even though the voters
■►It
reelect him.is i H

f
H

n
!!

19. The Federal income tax provides money for the support of the national
I t
government.igl;!;

f
H

n
ii

20. Under Civil Service rules an appointment to public office is determined by the man’s
| t
qualifications.20 1 ii

f
1:

n
I!

21.

The initiative is a privilege which may be used only
It
by a government officer.*...21 1 il

f

n
I!

22. The way to remove an unsatisfactory official from office is by means of a petition
It
signed by a number of voters.22 ' H

f

n
!!

23. The appointment of men to government office as rewards for political service is called
; t
the Spoils System.23 > 11

f
ii

n
ii

24. The power of government in a democracy is delegated unreservedly
; t
to one man...24 I ii

f
ii

n
ii

25. Many state constitutions were referred to the people before
It
they were adopted.25 i ii

f
ii

n
ii

1. In the United States the real source of all governmental authority is in the people
themselves.
2. The agency for the exercise of the authority delegated by the people is called
politics.
3. In a democratic nation a public officer is actually the servant of the people who
elect him.
4. In order for a law to be enacted it must be approved
by the Supreme Court.
6. The control of government in the American system
is in Congress.
6. Citizens, by their votes, may delegate authority to officers but have no power to
withdraw it.
7. Judges have no authority except that specifically granted each judge
by the President.
8. Men are frequently appointed to government office because of some special party
service they have rendered.
9. A voter is entitled to vote as
he pleases.

.1

.2
.3

.4

.5
.6

.7

.8

.9

10. Ambassadors are appointed from Civil Service

lists.

. ... 10

4i^
11. According to this article the Civil Service system has corrected abuses connected
with political appointments.
12. All laws passed by Congress are automatically referred
to the people.

.... 11

.... 12

13. The Dred Scott Decision was a famous court
ruling.

. ... 13

14. Under the Constitution of the United States the only persons who can draft a
proposal for a law are Congressmen.

. ... 14

16. Government control is centered in the hands of the state
and national officers.
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TEST 2.

DIRECTED READING

5

piRECTiONS. The story about “Glass” is given below, with each sentence numbered. These numbers are to help]
you answer more questions about the story. Read each question and find the sentence in the story which answers it. J
fjotice the number of this sentence. Find this number among the answer spaces at the right of the question and fill in i
the space under it.
_
;
Look at the sample below. Space No. 1 is filled because the question “In what sentence does the article teU howj
alass is made?” is answered in sentence No. 1 in the article. Answer the other questions in a similar manner.
I
' You will have three minutes for this work. You may reread parts of the story if you need to do so.
«
In what sentence does the article tell how glass j ^
is made ?.; |

Glass

Sample.

1 Glass is made by melting sand with lime, potash, soda,
or oxide of lead at a great heat.

^ Silica, which is the basis

of sand, enters into all varieties of glass.

® It has more to

do with determining the quality than any of the other
ingredients.

1. What one substance is always present in some form in ; ^
all kinds of glass ?...11 i i
2. What two factors in the manufacture of glass greatly j ^

affect its quality ?.2 ; H

The purity of the ingredients and the pro¬

portion in which they are mixed also have much to do with
the quality of the glass.
® Sand may be said to form the basis of the glass.

® Con¬

sequently the clearness of the glass depends largely upon
the quality of this ingredient.

The proportion of silica

aries in different kinds of glass.

® In lead glass it is from

}2 to 60 per cent; plate contains about 79 per cent, and
ifindow glass about 70 per cent.

® The amount of silica

isually determines the degree of hardness, though other
iubstances have some effect upon this quality.

Lead

3. What effect does the quality of sand have on glass ? ■ 3 | j i
4. Is silica used in the same amounts in different varieties ; *
of glass ?.4 ; i:
6. What substance used in glass making tends to make I ®

10

the glass less brittle ?.5 ■ i I
{,1 .6.
6. What percentage of silica is found in plate glass?. ..6{ii

10

7. What one ingredient has the greatest effect on the ■ ®
hardness of glass?.7; ii

Sometimes lime is used to

Nearly all the silica used in the glass factories within

9. In what form is the silica obtained in most modern •
glass factories ?.9 ; i i

nake it hard.
he last fifty years is in the form of sand.

Prior to that

he best qualities of glass were produced by crushing and
washing flint and quartz rock.
This process was so

12

is

i4

11

12

13

14

ii

ii

Ii

ii

la

i4

I ' "

10. From what sources is the silica obtained which is used !
in making Bohemian glass ?.lo ■ j i

xpensive that it made the glass too costly for general
ise.

II

t

8. Is lime mentioned as an ingredient which is sometimes;
used to affect the hardness of glass?.alii

ends to make glass soft.

10

5^|

Bohemian and a few other varieties of European

;lass are still made from silica obtained in this way.
® The expense of Bohemian glass in this country restricts
t to the homes of wealthy people.
In the manufacture of glass of high grade, the quality
ind purity of sand are of the greatest importance.
The
nost searching examination and careful tests are made to
ietermine the nature and extent of any impurities which
ihe sand may contain.
These impurities are commonly
xide of iron (iron rust), alumina in the form of clay, loam,
gravel, and decaying animal or vegetable matter.

Most

of these impurities except iron can be removed by burning
ind washing.

Oxide of iron can be removed only by the

use of chemicals.

Iron is the most troublesome of all

because it discolors the glass and destroys its transparency.
For the best qualities of glass it must be entirely free from
iron. 24 ^ proportion greater than one half of one per cent
renders the sand worthless for even the poorest quality of
glass.

11. What kinds of glass are still made from the silica in
quartz rock?..iijii

ii

12. What effect does the use of flint and quartz rock have ; “

is

i4

i5

16

17

16

17

18

16

17

ii

is
ii

19

ii

16. What are the most common impurities that are found \ i*
in sand ?.le 1 i i

19

20

21

22

17. What effect does iron have in the manufacture of;
glass?.17; ii

19

20

21

22

18. What method is used in removing many of the harmful 1
impurities from sand ?.is j i i

20

21

22

23

19. Is the science of chemistry employed in the manufac-; 20
ture of glass ?.191 i i

21

22

23

24

20. What per cent of iron in sand makes it useless for glass 120
making ?.\ 20; i i
i ‘*

21

22

23

24

ii
**

ii
**

ii
’*

ii

on the cost of glass ?.12 I i i
13. Are tests made for the presence of impurities in the | **
sand that is to be used for glass?.i3 ; ii

15

14. What kind of sand is required when making the best;
grade of glass ?.14 11:
15. What foreign-made glass is found only in the homes of ■
the rich?.15; N

ii

I • •

I • •
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TEST 3.

6

POETRY COMPREHENSION

Directions. This is a test of your ability to read and interpret poetry. Read the poem on “Wisdom” very carefully
before attempting to answer any of the questions about it.
Notice that in this selection certain passages are marked by numbered brackets. Read each question and find the
bracketed passage which contains the best answer to the question. Answer the question by filling in the answer space
at the end of the question which has the same number as the bracketed passage which contains the correct answer.
You may reread parts of the poem if necessary.
The sample is answered correctly.
Sample.

To whom is the poet addressing his discourse?.
Wisdom

1. Are we all asked to believe the explanation given here ?i
I

I

t

Ye sons of men, with just regard attend,
-1-•

•-2--

Observe the preacher, and believe the friend,
--3--

•-4--

Whose serious Muse inspires him to explain,

--5-- ■-6-'

2. What feeling inspired the poet to write ?.2 j
3. What does the speaker say about all that we do and |
think ?.3 1

That all we act, and all we think is vain,
.-.7-.

That in this pilgrimage of seventy years,
•-^-8Over rocks of perils, and through vales of tears,

-^-9--

4. Is the path of life very difficult to travel ?.4 ; i i

Tired with toil, yet fearful to its end.

11

11

12

13

10

11

12

13

12

13

8

6. How does the poet refer to the length of life ?.5 j j i

Destined to march, our doubtful steps we tend,
.-10-• —-11-■

10

I
l

1

10

I

. .

6. Do people ever await the end of life with fear?.6 j :l

-12-•

That from our birth, we take our fatal shares

'-13-• ■-)

7. When do we begin our work and worry?.7

Of follies, passions, labors, tumults, cares;

-14-.

And at approach of death we shall only know

8. What do we take with us through life?.8

■-16-■ •-16-

The truths, which from these pensive numbers flow,
--

.-17--

9. What will we come to realize as we near the end?..

f ii

1

.9

18

19

20

20

21

22

25

26

27

24

26

26

27

-25-' '-26--

13. Is Solomon’s father mentioned in this poem ?.13 i j!
1 27

28

29

30

Dear to my people, on the Hebrew throne;

14. Did Solomon know how well his people liked him?.

That we pursue false joy, and suffer real woe.
•-18-•

'-19-•

But O! ere yet original man was made.

10. At what time in history was it decreed that happiness j

should never be realized ?.lo 1 H

6i^|

Ere the foundations of this earth were laid,
-20-■

It was opponent to our search, ordained,
-;-21-■

That joy, still sought, should never be attained;

11. What does the poet say is the object of what we caU ] 19
life?.11 1 n
I

■—;-22--

This sad experience cites me to reveal,
——-23-

j

■-24-

Born as I was, great David’s favorite son,
--27-■ ■-28-•

!

; li

ll

I

28

29

30

31

16. What indication is there that Solomon was ,
wealthy?.".ig ;

28

29

30

31

;

32

33

34

35

...171

H

14

Sublime my court with Ophir’s treasures blessed,
•-29-•

■-30-•

My name extended to the farthest east,

■—-31-

My body clothed wdth every outward grace,
-32—-•

•-33--

16. Was Solomon widely known in the Orient?.15 !
1

Strength in my limbs, and beauty in my face,
"---'

•-35--

My shining thought with fruitful notions crowned,
'—^-36-- •-37-

Quick my invention, and my judgment sound.

■—;-3S--

'-39-

Arise, (I communed with myself) arise;

■—;--40-

Think, to be happy; to be great, be wise;

Content of spirit must from science flow.
-^1^-• ■-42-•

24

12. Over what race was Solomon a ruler ?.12 ; H

And what I dictate is from what I feel,

■

15

17. Did Solomon have a strong and healthy body?

18. What did Solomon say to himself when reviewing all i
that was given to him ?.is 1

^

I

19. Where does he say spiritual contentment
1
comes from?.19'

20, What did Solomon say about knowledge?.20 ^

For ’tis a godlike attribute to know.

1

'—-43-

Do not turn this page until you are told to do so. ;

From “ Knowledge,” by John Pryor

♦
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TEST 4.

WORD MEANING

I
•

Each of the exercises in Parts A, B, C, and D of this test consists of a statement which is correctly comnleted by one of the five numbered words or phrases. Find the number of this correct answer. Then, in the answer
space at the right of the exercise, fill in the space which has the same number as the word or phrase you selected.
The sample is answered correctly.

;
i
;
;

piRECTiONS.

Sample.

To toil is to —
1 read

2 play

3 work

4 fall

PART A.
1. To make a treaty means to
1 make war

2 trespass

5 believe

SOCIAL SCIENCE

3 make an agreement

4 become violent

5 restrict.

. 1

•!:

t

I 1

2. Armistice means —
1 continued
2 suspension of arms
3 chivalry
4 a campaign
5 a battle array.
3. A constitution means a —
1 tax
2 conspiracy

3 judicial act

5 national debt.3

4 fundamental body of law

' 1

4. An amendment means —
la change in a constitution
2 a property tax
3 an agreement
j..
4 a national convention
5 an income tax.4 ; i j
• j

6. Allegiance

—
1 felony

jn
2 anarchism

3 impeachment

4 adjournment

5 loyalty to one’s country... .5

;ii
‘ 1

.

6. Immigrate means to —
1 emigrate

2 threaten

3 come into a country

4 leave a country

5 punish severely..e Iii

7. Capital means —
1 paper money
2 accumulated wealth
3 gold and silver
■A
4 spending money
5 property.7 ; j I
8. Initiative means —
1 iniquity
2 prohibition
3 administration of an inheritance tax
4 the right of the people to introduce a new course of action
5 an injunction.
9. Reconstruction means the same as —
1 reconciliation
2 destruction

10. An embargo is a —
1 legal act

..
.8
I 1

3 reorganization

4 discovery

5 obstruction.

. . .9

■ 1
2 prohibition on commerce

3 diplomat

4 treaty

5 judicial statement

. 10

11. To boycott is to —
1 secure goods illegally
2 combine against a person or organization
|A
3 protect a trademark
4 allow credit
5 sell imported goods.ii Iji
12. An envoy is —
1 an envious individual
2 a soldier
3 a general
<A
4 a period of time
5 a messenger.12 I |i
I

13. Suffrage means —
1 women’s voting

2 representation

14. To impeach means to —
1 elect
2 indict

3 the right to vote

3 protect

4 yield

4 intrigue

5 suffering.is

5 renounce.i4
I

16. Belligerent means —
1 friendly

2 dangerous

3 warlike

iA
5 fearful.ism!

4 peaceful

16. Contraband means —
la forbidden article
2 a careful criticism
3 a contradiction
4 war supplies
5 a veteran..
17. Amnesty means —
1 a conviction

2 an embargo

3 an armistice

4 a civil law

5 a general pardon.17 ; Ii

18. Referendum means —
1 submitting to a vote of the people
2 an amendment
3 the passage of an act by Congress
4 voting in party convention
19. To nullify means to —
1 invalidate
20. A writ refers to —
1 legal evidence

;A
iH
*
» \
-J '■

5 recommendation.is
;

2 secede

3 pass laws

2 a stock certificate

4 create public sentiment
3 a credential

5 oppose legislation..

4 a mandate

19

1

11

• 1
5 a special tax.. 20 iH
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TEST 4.
1.

To expand means to —
1 expound

PART B.

2 become smaller

3 become larger

¥
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SCIENCE

' 1
t

4 derive

5 rebound.

. . .1

4.

2 gratitude

3 attraction of bodies

4 capillarity

5 energy.

..

3

4

5

:

Il

1 1

2

1

i

5

1
i

2

2

1

5

2

3

2

3

4

5

2

3

4

5

2

3

4

5

2

3

4

5

' i
t

:

2. Oxidation means —
1 combining with oxygen
2 drying
3 osmosis
4 combining with hydrogen
5 neutralizing.
3. Gfavity means —
1 seriousness

2

.3

1

1 1

Reaction means —
1 extension

2 emulsion

3 equation

4 inertia

5 chemical change.

. • • 41
1

(1

6. Velocity is the same as —
1 motion

2 rate of movement

3 power of combining

4 friction

5 process.

6. To adulterate means to —
1 concede
2 caution
3 instruct
4 reduce
5 make impure by mixing with other substances.
7. Soluble means —
1 stable

2 neutral

3 rigid

4 liquefiable

5 solid.

8. Density means —
1 rarity
2 compression
3 ratio of height to width
4 ratio of mass to volume
5 impenetrable.
9. To filter means to —
1 strain

2 radiate

10. To diffuse means to —
1 digest

3 mix

2 comprehend

3 assimilate

2 plaster

2 listen ,

14. Volume means —
1 height

2 depth

16. Latent means —
1 qualitative

1

.5 . :
^

t

.

:
i
;

...7

1

5 spread out.

3 white substance

4 adjust

3 capacity for holding

2 dormant

4 liquid

3 transpose

3 stick fast

:i

1

! 1

«I :
!

1

2

3

4

5

;

1

2

3

4

5

2

3

4

5

5 resist.
4 digress

2 partially transparent

13. Adhere means to —
1 recognize

..

.. 10!

1

1 1

11. A pigment is a —
1 coloring matter
12. Translucent means —
1 transmarine

4 dissolve

5

i

5 smooth surface.

4 transfer

6 mix together.

4 space occupied

3 quantitative

5 luminous. .. .

4 peculiar

5 model.

5 visible.

..n ;

ii

1

. 12 '

,.i

3

4

5

3

4

5

3

4

6

3

4

5

3

4

5

3

4

5

3

4

5

2

3

4
\\

s
jj

I
I
I

. 14

I

.J

1

2

I

PART C.

1. To invert means to —
1 invest

2 inventory

8^

MATHEMATICS

3 simplify

4 factor

5 turn upside down

2. Intersect means to —
1 cut across
3. Degree pertains to —
1 size

2 reduce

2 angles

4. A pproximate means —
1 exact
6. Definite means —
1 careful

3 cancel

3 solids

2 inaccurate

4 subtract

4 decimals

3 estimated

2 precisely limited

5 insert.

5 division.

4 averaged

3 infinite

5 combined

4 divided

.4 I

j i
5 decimal.slH

I ::

::

::

::

::

1 1
5 repetition.6;n

2

3

4

5

7. A diagonal is —
la diameter
2 a description
3 an extreme
! 1
4 a line from angle to angle
5 a line which bisects a figure.7 1 H

2

3

4

5

2

3

6. Operation means —
1 quotient

2 transformation of quantities

8. Origin means —
1 beginning
9. Vertices pertain to-—

2 drill

4 tables

4 review

I 1
5 decimals.8 ■ H

4

5

il

A.

''12345

1 decimals
10. Oblique means —
1 slanting

3 difficulty

3 reduction

2 multiplication

3 angles

4 equality

5 values.9 1 II
^112345

2 straight

3 opposite

4 parallel

5 symbolical.10 ! 11

11. Horizontal means —

I

1

1 straight
2 perpendicular
3 hypothesis
4 a line connecting two points
5 level. . . . n i ||
12. Projection means the same as —
1 1
1 angle
2 sphere
3 conjunction
4 extension
5 projectile.12 ! ii
.3. Linear pertains to —
! 1
1 breadth
2 width
3 area
4 base
5 length.13! i:
■4. Polynomial means —
I many angles

2 many numbers

5. To converge is to —
1 cancel
2 correspond
Go right on to the next page.

3 one term

4 many terms

5 one number.14

I

II

::

1

3 approach

4 combine

Number right, Part B.

5 estimate.is 1 11
Number right, Part C.1
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TEST 4.
An

PART D.

2 caricature

Realistic mQ:a.ns—
1 conventional

ENGLISH

3 contradiction
_
3 romantic

2 true to life

4 memoir of one’s life

.
4 idealistic

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1
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3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

5 classic. . .. i

c j
^
5 dramatic.

A S'Dftt'tc IS *' ~

1 a lyric

2 a similarity

3 a poem

4 an analogy

5 a dialogue.3

A prefix means —
1 that which is put after
2 that which is put before
3 a figure of speech
4 a title of a book
5 an appendix.^
A Ic^CfKt IS

1 a song
Objective refers to —
1 verbs

2 a motto

3 a tradition

2 nouns

A synopsis is —
1 an outline

3 adverbs

2 a climax

A prologue is similar to a —
1 suffix
2 prefix
Anonymous means —
1 critical

3 eloquent

2 initials

An allegory is a —
1 figurative story
Degree is a quality of —
1 conjunctions

4 folio

5 preface.s

4 outlines

4 descriptive

5 poetical.ii

5 punctuation marks.12

4 ballad

3 objects

5 singular.9

5 pamphlet.lo

3 narrative

3 comedy

2 adjectives

r
^
o a controversy.7

4 of unknown authorship

3 diagrams
2 couplet

5 case.s

4 bibliography

3 document
2 dramatic

5 an editorial.3

.
.
4 an alliteration

3 a general review

2 manual

Lyrical means —
1 suitable to be sung
Brackets are —
1 italics

4 adjectives

3 table of contents

2 fictitious

A manuscript is a —
1 magazine

4 a title

5 diary.i3

4 infinitives

5 pronouns.14

9-^
5. Pathos means —
1 humor

2 song

Contemporary means —
1 in contact
Satire is similar to —
1 humor

4 quality of sorrow

2 living at the same time
2 wit

Colloquial refers to —
1 everyday talk
A bibliography is a —
1 history

3 drama

3 vice
2 folklore

2 personal record

An epigram is a —
1 pithy saying

2 maxim

3 complete

4 buffoonery
3 idioms

4 emphasis

5 continual.le

5 irony.17
4 pastorals

3 list of books
3 jest

5 melancholy . . ..is

4 jingle

5 dialects.is

4 description

5 writer.19

5 prosody.20

Do not turn this page until you are told to do so.
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